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Summary Sheet

PROJECT NAME Plantation-Belmont Parcel Sale/Lease of State Lands

EOEA FILE NUMBER 4521

PROPONENT Commonwealth of Massachusetts Office of Administration
and Finance

Division of Capital Planning and Operations

TYPE OF DOCUMENT Site Capabilities Report

COUNTY AFFECTED Worcester

PROJECT DESCRIPTION The Commonwealth of Massachusetts' Division of Capital
Planning and Operations (DCPO) is considering the sale

or lease of all or portions of an approximately
105-acre tract of land in Worcester, Massachusetts.
The parcel is bounded by Belmont Street (State Route 9)

on the south, Plantation Street and the University of
Massachusetts Medical Center on the east, a wooded
parcel owned by the Sisters of Notre Dame Convent on

the north, and Worcester State Hospital on the west.

The parcel contains 105.64 acres of flat and rolling

fields with heavily wooded areas on the slopes
bordering the Worcester State Hospital. Access to the

site is presently provided by Route 9, Plantation
Street, and roads on the Worcester State Hospital
grounds. The tract was formerly part of the grounds of

the Worcester State Hospital and at one time had been

used for farming to produce food for the hospital.
More recently, much of the tract had been set aside for

future expansion of the adjoining University of

Massachusetts Medical Center. The Medical Center has

other resources for its possible future expansion and

has decided that the land is no longer needed.

No particular use for the site has been predetermined.
However, a strong desire for a biomedical-oriented
research and development park on at least a portion of

the site has been expressed by civic and institutional
leaders in the Worcester area. Because this document
is a Site Capabilities Report rather than an EIR, it is

premature to assess the benefits, costs, or impacts of

specific project alternatives.



Introduction/Description of Project

PURPOSE OF THE PROJECT The Massachusetts Division of Capital Planning and

Operations (DCPO) is considering the sale or lease of

all or portions of an approximately 105 acre tract of

land located at the intersection of Belmont Street

(Route 9) and Plantation Street in Worcester,

Massachusetts. The site has become known as the

Plantation-Belmont Parcel. DCPO has requested and

received preliminary proposals for feasible development

of the site. These proposals are currently under

review. Selected project proponents will be invited to

submit more detailed proposals, which will be used to

select a party or parties to develop the site. The

selected parties will be invited to negotiate a

long-term lease or sale agreement with the Commonwealth.

DCPO's goals for use of the site have been stated as

follows:

Economic

o To broaden the economic base in Worcester and

Massachusetts

.

o To provide employment for skilled workers.

o To continue some agricultural use of the parcel

consistent with other state objectives.

o To enhance the activities of the neighboring

University of Massachusetts Medical Center, in

particular, and the Worcester biomedical community,

in general.

Environment

o To provide a development compatible in use and

design with the neighboring parcels.

o To minimize impacts on the natural environment.

Financial

o To provide the best financial return to the

Commonwealth over the long-term.

o To provide the greatest amount of net tax revenue

to the Commonwealth.

o To provide the greatest amount of net tax revenue

to the City of Worcester.
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OBJECTIVE OF THIS REPORT The objective of this Site Capabilities Report is to

provide project proponents and other interested parties
with a preliminary assessment of the existing
conditions in and around the parcel, and with an

initial means of evaluating the appropriateness and/or

impact of different types and intensities of

development which may be proposed for the site. It is

expected that the Site Capabilities Report will be

utilized to inform potential developers in the process
of refining preliminary proposals for the site, and to

assist DCPO in the evaluation and selection of
developers. The selected developer team will be
responsible for preparing a project-specific
Environmental Impact Report. The degree of detail and

comprehensiveness of that Report will depend on the

magnitude of potential project imacts and the extent to

which this Site Capability Report addresses those
impacts.

A Site Capabilities Report differs from an

Environmental Impact Report in the following ways:

o The Site Capabilities Report takes place earlier in

the development process than does an EIR, thus
shaping development concepts at an earlier stage.

o The Site Capabilities Report is less tied to

specific development scenarios than is an EIR.
Final development proposals have not yet been
received by DCPO. The Site Capabilities Report is

intended to help formulate, select, and refine such
development alternatives.

o The Site Capabilities Report is more generalized
than an EIR. Assessments will entail a

less-detailed "first-cut" examination of relevant
issues.

This Site Capabilities Report has been prepared in

order to comply with requirements set forth by the
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs (EOEA) . EOEA
has established the range of topics to be addressed by
this report, including Transportation, Air Quality,
Infrastructure, Historic and Archaeological Resources,
Trees/Vegetation, and Agricultural Land.
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SITE DESCRIPTION The parcel is located in Worcester, Massachusetts, and

is bounded by Belmont Street (State Route 9) on the

south, Plantation Street and the University of
Massachusetts Medical Center on the east, a wooded
parcel owned by the Sisters of Notre Dame Convent on
the north, and Worcester State Hospital on the west
(see Figures 1 and 2). The property is approximately 1

and 1/2 miles northeast of downtown Worcester (via

Route 9) and is several hundred yards west of Lake
Quinsigamond and the Shrewsbury town line. It is

approximately 1/2 mile south of Interstate 290 which
connects with 1-495 to the east, 1-190 to the north,
and the Massachusetts Turnpike to the south.

The tract was formerly part of the grounds of the

Worcester State Hospital. More recently, much of the
tract had been set aside for future expansion of the
adjoining University of Massachusetts Medical Center.
The Medical Center has other resources for its possible
future expansion and has decided that they no longer
have need for the parcel in question.

The parcel contains 105.64 acres of flat and rolling
fields with heavily wooded areas on the slopes

bordering the Worcester State Hospital. Access to the

site is presently provided by Route 9, Plantation
Street, and other roads on the Worcester State Hospital
grounds. The parcel is uphill from the Medical Center
and Lake Quinsigamond. The area around the parcel is

primarily institutional and residential with retail

areas on Route 9. The present zoning is RS 7

(residential, with 7,000 sq. ft. minimum lot size) but

the City of Worcester has indicated a strong interest
in changing the zoning to allow development such as an

office/research park.

The property contains three structures (see Figure 3)

:

1) a wood cottage built in 1851 ? 2) a three-car garage

built in the 1930 's (both located on Belmont Street

north of the main entrance to Worcester State Hospital?

and 3) a two and one-half story brick structure known

as the "farmhouse" of approximately 20,000 sq. ft.

built prior to 1896 and located near Plantation

Street. A stone gateway on Belmont Street and a stone
wall running along Belmont Street and partially along
Plantation Street are part of the area's nineteenth
century landscape plan. In addition,

Introduction



Figure 1

Regional Locus Map



Figure 2

Site Vicinity Map

Source: U.S. Geological Survey Topographic Quadrangle
feet 1000



Figure 3 Site Map
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there is a greenhouse on the parcel which may be

relocated by Worcester State Hospital. The parcel is

part of the Worcester State Hospital National Register

Historic District.

POTENTIAL USES/ALTERNATIVES No particular use for the site has been predetermined.

According to DCPO, all proposed uses will be considered

in light of goals for development of the site.

However, two development scenarios have been selected

on the basis of existing proposals in order to provide

a high range and a low range of potential development

intensity for analysis purposes.

Conceptual Alternative II : Research and Development

—

assumes that 1,200,000 square feet of research and

development uses are located on-site.

Conceputal Alternative #2 : Mixed Use—assumes a

smaller research and development component (300,000

square feet) along with 450 units of housing and a

150-room hotel.

These two concepts result in different traffic

generation, parking demand and utility requirements as

discussed in this Site Capability Report. As such,

they provide useful models and impact criteria for

preparation of development plans by prospective

developers. It should not be construed that these

particular scenarios are desirable or have been given

any preference over other types or intensities of use

of the Plantation-Belmont Parcel.
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L Transportation

INTRODUCTION The objective of this preliminary traffic analysis was to

identify constraints on developing the Plantation/Belmont
Parcel within the framework of transportation
accessibility.

To accomplish this objective, the traffic analysis pro-
ceeded in the following manner:

• Existing conditions were inventoried through field
measurements and a review of previous studies;

• A forecast of traffic demands generated by both a

mixed use, and a research and development building
plan was made and added to existing flow;

• An analysis of traffic operating conditions with two

alternative plans was completed; and

• A traffic systems management plan was devised for

upgrading critically impacted roadway segments. A

range of development activity levels for the site
were identified and expected operating conditions on

the upgraded roadway system were determined for each

activity level.

Transportation



EXISTING CONDITIONS In developing a preliminary traffic assessment of the

alternative site development scenarios, a review of

historical data and recent planning studies conducted for
areas adjacent to or in the vicinity of the study site

was completed. A major source of data was obtained as a

result of a traffic studyV conducted for the University
of Massachusetts Medical Center and the Massachusetts
Department of Public Works during 1980. Traffic volumes
and travel speeds from this 1980 study were updated with
field measurements conducted during January and February,
1983.

Study Area

The traffic analysis area is illustrated in Figure 1-1

.

The analysis area has essentially been divided into a

primary focus area as indicated by the shaded area and

major corridors outside the primary area which could

potentially be affected by the development.

The major corridors include Belmont Street from Lincoln
Square to Shrewsbury Street; Shrewsbury Street from
Washington Square to Belmont Street; West Main Street
from City boundary to Maple Avenue; and Lake Avenue from
Sunderland Road to Belmont Street

Roadway Network

The roadway network serving the development site is shown
in Figure 1-2. As can be seen in the figure, direct
access to the site is from Plantation Street and Belmont
Street (Route 9). The following paragraphs briefly
describe the physical characteristics of these two study
area roadways as well as other key links providing access
to the study site.

V University of Massachusetts Medical Center Traffic
S tudy . Greenman-Pedersen Associates, prepared for
Massachusetts Department of Public Works, 1980.
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Figure 1-1 Traffic Analysis Study Area
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Figure 1-2 Roadway Network
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Route 9 (Belmont Street/Boston Turnpike ) - The proposed
development site abuts Route 9 between Shrewsbury Street
and Plantation Street in Worcester. Route 9, which runs
in an east-west direction, is a major arterial providing
both local and regional access to a variety of land uses
in the study area. It serves as a major state highway in

the regional as well as statewide roadway systems.

From Lincoln Square to 1-290, Route 9 is essentially four
travel lanes wide to allow for separate turn lanes on the
approaches to Lincoln Square and the 1-290 on- ramps.

From 1-290 to approximately Skyline Drive, curbside park-

ing is allowed on both sides of the street. Regulations
are posted that prohibit parking during the peak hours ,

however, field observations revealed parking occurs all

day and restricts flow to two effective travel lanes.

Between Skyline Drive and Shrewsbury Street, Route 9

provides four travel lanes. From Shrewsbury Street in

Worcester to Maple Avenue in Shrewsbury, Route 9 provides
essentially three travel lanes per direction. Additional
turning lanes are provided at several key signalized
intersections. Access is partially controlled on Route 9

in this segment as a 4 to 8 foot median separates direc-

tional flow and turns are prohibited at certain locations.
The Lake Quinsigamond Bridge connecting Shrewsbury with

Worcester carries four travel lanes. Major reconstruction
of the bridge is now underway, however, it will remain
four lanes wide.

Plantation Street - The proposed development site also
abuts Plantation Street opposite the University of Massa-
chusetts Medical Center. From the 1-290 interchange to

Lincoln Street, the roadway is essentially four travel
lanes wide. Plantation Street, south of the 1-290 inter-

change, carries only two travel lanes.

The roadway alignment between Route 9 and 1-290 can best
be described as rolling and winding, particularly in the

vicinity of Natural History Road where sight distance is

substantially restricted.

The section of Plantation Street adjacent to the site
between the Medical Center Driveways the roadway is rela-

tively straight with a slight upgrade in the southbound
direction. A relatively large radius horizontal curve is

located south of the Medical Center's South Drive.
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Speed limits on Plantation Street are posted at 30 miles
per hour.

Lateral obstructions exist in the form of large, mature
trees, a stone wall bordering the Medical Center site and

utility poles. These obstructions are located only 2 to

4 feet from the edge of roadway in the vicinity of the

site.

Shrewsbury Street - Shrewsbury Street is a two direc-
tional roadway providing local access between 1-290 and
Route 9. The roadway carries two travel lanes and one

parking lane per direction with a raised median.

Speed limits are posted at 30-35 mph in both directions.
Lateral obstructions, in the form of utility poles, and

signs are set back to 1 to 2 feet from the edge of
roadway.

Lake Avenue - Lake Avenue is a two-directional roadway
functioning primarily as a collector/distributor of local
traffic. Because it provides an indirect connection
between Route 20 to the south and 1-290 at Plantation
Street, it does carry some through traffic.

South of Route 9 Lake Avenue varies from two to four
travel lanes. From Sunderland Road to approximately
Coburn Street the roadway is 2 lanes wide, one lane per
direction. From Coburn Street to Route 9, the width of
the roadway allows for four travel lanes (2 lanes per
direction) although they are not clearly identified.
The section of Lake Avenue between Sunderland Road and
Route 9 is programmed to be reconstructed. Four travel
lanes will be provided, however, they will be better
defined with curbing and pavement markings.

From Route 9 to just beyond the Medical Center's north
drive, Lake Avenue has four travel lanes (two per direc-
tion). From the north drive to Natural History Road, the

roadway includes two travel lanes (one per direction).
This two lane section is very narrow and winding.
Lateral obstructions in several areas are within 2 feet
of the roadway.
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The vertical alignment of Lake Avenue is generally level

due to the proximity to Lake Quinsigamond. The horizontal
alignment varies depending on location. North of Route 9

the roadway is winding, particularly on the approach to

Natural History Road/Plantation Street. South of Route 9

there are several large radius horizontal curves on each

side of Lake Quinsigamond State Park. The roadway
section adjacent to the Park is relatively tangent.

Posted speed limits along Lake Avenue vary from 30 to 40

miles per hour depending on location.

Lincoln Street/West Main Street - This is a two direc-
tional roadway within the study area. Lincoln Street is

four travel lanes wide west of Plantation Street and

narrows to two lanes east of Plantation Street. West
Main Street is four lanes wide and provides additional
turn lanes at the 1-290 interchange. East of the inter-

change, the roadway essentially carries two travel lanes

(one per direction) to Shrewsbury Center. Additional
pavement width is provided at the West Main Street/Old
Mill Road intersection to allow through traffic to bypass

turning traffic.

North Quinsigamond Avenue - This roadway provides two

travel lanes and functions primarily as a collector/
distributor roadway for local traffic.

The posted speed limit on North Quinsigamond Avenue is 35

miles per hour.

The horizontal alignment is generally tangent, however,
the roadway includes several vertical curves.

Regional Roadways - In the vicinity of the study area
there are four major highway systems which could provide

regional access and egress to the site. These include
1-290, 1-90 (Massachusetts Turnpike), 1-190 and 1-495.

All four are limited access highways serving Central

Massachusetts as well as all of New England. The

Massachusetts Turnpike is a toll facility with inter-
changes at 1-495 in Westborough, Route 9 in Framingham,
Routes 20/122 in Millbury, and 1-290 in Auburn which

serve the study area. 1-290 provides direct access to

Belmont Street, Shrewsbury Street, Plantation Street and

West Main Street.
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Background Traffic Volumes

Daily and peak hour traffic volumes were obtained from
previous transportation studies conducted in the area,

field measurements completed as part of this effort, and

permanent traffic recorder stations maintained by
Massachusetts Department of Public Works. For this
study, mechanical recorder counts (24 hours) were
conducted at the following locations:

Belmont Street - east of Merrifield Street,

Route 9 - east of Edgewater Avenue,
Shrewsbury Street - east of Envelope Street,
Plantation Street - between Medical Center north and

South drives,
Lake Avenue - north of Belcourt Street,

Lake Avenue - north of Anna Street, and
N. Quins igamond Avenue - north of Frybeck Street.

All of the above information was utilized to establish
daily and seasonal variations for adjusting raw data as
well as identifying growth trends in traffic flow. The
results of the effort indicated that traffic data col-

lected in January and February should be increased by a

factor of 1.068 to arrive at average month volume rates.

Daily variations were derived from the 1980 University of

Massachusetts Medical Center traffic study and indicate
the following adjustment factors are appropriate:

Mon. 1.03; Tues . 1.03; Wed. 1.02; Thurs . 0.98; Fri. 0.94.

Utilizing the previously collected data, traffic data
obtained as part of this study, and the adjustment
factors previously described, the existing daily and PM
design hour traffic flows were developed. A PM design
hour was selected since a review of historical traffic
count data indicated that the evening traffic flows were
heavier and, therefore, more critical than the morning
flows. These traffic flows are shown in Figures 1-3 and
1-4.

Travel Speeds

Travel time measurements were conducted on corridors
approaching the site to identify existing mobility
deficiencies to the traveling public. Operating speeds
and points of delay were determined for study area access

16 Transportation



Figure 1-3 Existing Average Daily Traffic
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Figure 1-4 Existing PM Design Hour
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roadways not just to identify existing conditions, but to

predict trouble spots that might occur with new develop-

ment activity at the study site. To establish problem
areas, it is necessary to have an understanding of

acceptable urban roadway operating conditions. Travel

speeds equal to or greater than 20 miles per hour are

generally acceptable in urban areas during the peak

travel periods. As can be seen in the table, on the

following page, average travel speeds range from 17.7 mph
on Belmont Street to 30.2 mph on North Quinsigamond

Avenue. Except for Belmont Street between Lincoln Street

and the site, operating speeds on the study area roadways
are at acceptable levels. Speeds on Belmont Street repre-

sent a level of service which is marginally acceptable in

urban settings.

Overall travel speeds on study area roadways do not

reveal any significant problems, however, there were
locations where substantial vehicle delay occurred. The

cause of the delay was primarily due to traffic signal

operations. Intersection locations where substantial
vehicle delay occurs include the following:

• Route 9/Plantation Street
• Route 9/Lake Avenue
• Route 9/Quinsigamond Avenue

• Plantation Street/Lincoln Street
• Shrewsbury Street at Belmont Street
• Belmont Street at 1-290

Additional areas where potential bottlenecks and delay

locations exist include the following:

• Belmont Street at Memorial Hospital - the roadway

operates as two travel lanes with parking on both

sides of the street. This location is also in the

vicinity of the 1-290 on/off ramps.

• Lake Quinsigamond Bridge (Route 9) consists of four
travel lanes (two per direction). Route 9 on either

side of the bridge is a six lane roadway.

• The location of the Fallon Clinic approximately
opposite the 1-290 interchange at Plantation Street.
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EXISTING PEAK PERIOD
TRAVEL SPEEDS

STREET

AVERAGE
TRAVEL SPEED

Route 9

From Maple Avenue to

UMass South Drive
Eastbound
Westbound

20.2 mph
20.9 mph

From Lincoln Street to

UMass South Drive

Eastbound
Westbound

17 . 7 mph
19.2 mph

Plantation Street

From Route 70 to

UMass South Drive
Northbound
Southbound

25.7 mph
20.0 mph

Lake Avenue

From Sunderland Road

to Plantation Street
Northbound
Southbound

26.1 mph
28.3 mph

Shrewsbury Street

From Washington Square
to UMass South Drive

Northbound
Southbound

23.7 mph
25 . 1 mph

Lincoln Street/W. Main Street

From Maple Avenue to

UMass South Drive
Eastbound
Westbound

North Quinsigamond Avenue

From Route 9 to

1-290 Eastbound Ramp
Northbound
Southbound

29.1 mph

32.2 mph

2 3.8 mph
30 . 2 mph

20 Transportation



Public Transportation

Public transportation in the vicinity of the site is pro-

vided by the Worcester Regional Transit Authority (WRTA)

.

Currently, there are 4 bus routes serving the study area.

The routes are described below and presented in Figure 1-5.

Bus Route No. 24 ; Belmont Street/Lake Avenue North -

This route runs from City Hall in Worcester to Lincoln
Street, directly serving Memorial Hospital, Worcester
State Hospital, and the UMass Medical Center. Headways

are 30 minutes during the weekday. Sixty minute headways

are provided on Saturdays while limited service is

available on Sundays.

Bus Route No. 15 : Shrewsbury - This route runs from City

Hall in Worcester to the Town of Shrewsbury via Shrewsbury
Street and Route 9. Service is provided Monday through

Saturday. Headways are 60 minutes.

Bus Route No. 28 ; Lakeshore - This route runs from City

Hall in Worcester to Lake Street in Shrewsbury via

Shrewsbury Street, Route 9, and Quinsigamond Avenue in

Shrewsbury. Headways on this route are 60 minutes with

service provided Monday through Saturday.

Bus Route No. 12 ; Plantation/Lake View - This route also

runs from City Hall in Worester and serves the residential

areas along Plantation Street and Lake Avenue north of

Hamilton Street. Service is provided Monday through

Saturday with 60 minute headways.

Review of previous reports and data colleced by the

Central Massachusetts Regional Planning Commission

(CMRPC) indicate that approximately 6 percent of morning

peak hour trips in the Worcester region are made by

transit. A survey of University of Massachusetts Medical

Center employees revealed that 15 percent of employees
responding to the survey used transit.

Planned Roadway Improvements

As a result of previous transportation studies, there are

various roadway improvements either planned or currently

under construction in the study area which could poten-

tially affect traffic flow. These include the following:

21 Transportation



Figure 1-5 Regional Bus Routes Serving
Study Area
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• reconstruction of the Route 9/Lake Quinsigamond
Bridge which retains existing structure geometry,

• reconstruction of the Route 9/Lake Avenue
intersection which creates a left turn storage
lane on the eastbound approach and upgrades the

traffic signal, and

• reconstruction of South Lake Avenue which retains
existing roadway geometry.

Previous studies have also recommended additional improve-
ments for several roadways in the study area. The recom-
mended improvements have included major capital projects
such as: reconstruction and widening of Plantation Street
between Belmont and Lincoln Streets; grade separating
Belmont and Plantation Streets, and Belmont and Lake
Streets; to more minor improvements such as upgrading
geometric and traffic control conditions at several

intersections

.

Investigation conducted as part of this study revealed
that these additional improvements which have been recom-
mended have not been programmed and their implementation

is somewhat in question. For that reason, this prelim-

inary assessment did not consider any additional improve-
ments which have not been programmed as- part of the base

roadway network.
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PROBABLE IMPACTS OF

DEVELOPMENT In this section, the development capabilities of the

Plantation/Belmont Parcel are assessed by evaluating the

traffic impacts of two alternative site development plans.

Included are an estimate of the traffic generated by the

alternative developments, an analysis of the quality of

traffic flow, an identification of existing and future

transportation deficiencies, and a determination of the

parking space requirement for each alternative studied.

The following paragraphs describe the three 1988 analysis
scenarios. They include a no-build scenairo as well as

two build scenarios (Alternative 1 : Research and

Development, and Alternative 2: Mixed Use).

No-Build Alternative

To provide a fair assessment of the build scenarios, a

1988 base condition was developed and evaluated. A review
of previous studies and discussions with Medical Center
officials and local planners indicate that at this time,

no major developments are anticipated in the vicinity of

the proposed site through 1988. The only major new con-
struction anticipated to occur in the vicinity of the site
is a 1,000 space parking garage at the Medical Center.
Although no major developments are anticipated to occur in
the vicinity of the site, a review of historical traffic
growth trends was conducted. Annual traffic growth in the
region was derived from permanent MDPW control stations
and Central Massachusetts Regional Planning Commission
data. An annual growth rate of 1.5 percent was determined
as appropriate for increasing existing traffic flow data
to design year conditions. Accordingly, it was decided
to increase background traffic by a uniform growth factor
to reflect growth trends in the area.

Alternative Build Scenarios

Two development scenarios were used in the analysis to
represent ranges of activity with respect to traffic
impacts. The characteristics of the scenarios which are
presented below were based, in a general way, on
preliminary development proposals submitted to the State
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As can be seen in the following table, the high range
scenario includes research and development land uses
only. This could include bio-medical research facilities
which have been suggested for this site. The low range
scenario includes a mixture of land use types: research
and development, housing, and a hotel.

CHARACTERISTICS OF DEVELOPMENT SCENARIOS

Development
Scenario Quantity Type of Land Use

Alternative 1 1,200,000
Square Feet

Research & Development

Alternative 2 300,000
Square Feet

Research & Development

450 Units

150 Rooms

Housing

Hotel

Site Generated Traffic

In this section, the traffic forecasting procedure and
results are presented for the two alternative build
scenarios. The forecasting procedures generally involved
three steps: trip generation; trip distribution; and
trip assignment. Adjustments were made to account for

transit usage.

In addition to forecasting the traffic flow resulting
from the alternative development scenarios, the parking
space requirements for each alternative were determined.

Trip Generation

Numerous empirical studies which have been conducted in
the past provide relatively accurate estimates of vehicular
traffic generated by different types of land uses. Many

2S Transportation



of these studies have been compiled into guidelines pub-
lished by the Institute of Transportation Engineers^./.

These guidelines, as well as trip generation data collected
by Vanasse/Hangen Associates, Inc.jV at various locations
throughout New England were used to estimate the likely
volume of additional vehicular traffic generated by the

two alternative development scenarios. The trip generation
rates used in this preliminary traffic analysis are shown
in the following table.

TRIP GENERATION RATES

Typ 3 Of Land Use

Time Period R&D Hotel Housing

DAILY 10.75/1 ,000

sq. ft.

1 0.5/rooir i 6.1 /unit

AM PEAK HOUR
In 1.49 0.67 0.12
Out 0.13 0.18 0.48
Total 1.62 0.85 0.60

PM PEAK HOUR
In 0.14 0.36 0.47

Out 1.30 0.37 0.23

Total 1.44 0.73 0.70

By applying these rates to the development scenarios and
making adjustments for transit usage, the projected new
vehicular trips were determined. Based on a review of

existing transit use, a mode split factor of 6 percent
was applied to office and residential related trips. The
results of the trip generation process are summarized
below.

1/

2/

Institute of Transportation Engineers, Trip Generation ,

(Arlington, VA, 1976, Rev. 1979).
Locations include New England Executive Park in
Burlington, MA, Sanders Associates in Merrimack, New
Hampshire and Data General in Westboro, MA.
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TRIP GENERATION SUMMARY

Alternative 1 Alternative 2

Time Period Vehicle-Trips Vehicle-Trips

DAILY 12,126 7,190

AM PEAK HOUR
In 1,681 572

Out 147 267

Total 1,828 839

PM PEAK HOUR
In 158 293

Out 1,466 519

Total 1,624 812

As can be seen, Alternative 2 generates approximately one-

half the peak hour trips of Alternative 1 . On a daily trip

basis, Alternative 2 is approximately 59 percent of the

high range daily traffic. Also, due to the mix of land

uses in Alternative 2, somewhat different travel patterns

(i.e., entering/exiting splits) occur when compared to

the high range.

Trip Distribution/Assignment

Trip distribution is the process of determining origins

and destinations of new trips generated by the alterna-

tive development scenarios. In general, trip distribu-

tion patterns related to the proposed development site

are expected to follow existing travel patterns which are

in turn, a function of economic activity and population

centers.

For this study, two surveys conducted as part of the 1980

Medical Center Study were reviewed in determining

existing trip distribution patterns. The surveys were:

• Medical Center employee residence survey

• Roadside origin/destination survey at four

locations in the study area.
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As a result of reviewing the surveys, a trip distribu-
tion pattern to be used in assigning generated trips was
developed. Figure 1-6 illustrates the trip distribution
pattern and assignment of trips to the roadways which
provide access to the site.

As can be seen, Route 9 is expected to provide access/
egress to the site for the majority of new trips.
Plantation Street will also function as a major access/
egress corridor to the site.

Traffic Increases

Based upon the traffic generated by the alternative
developments, average daily traffic volumes would
increase as shown on the following page.

As would be expected, Plantation Street north of Belmont
Street and Belmont Street west of Shrewsbury Street
experience the largest increase in traffic generated by
either Alternative 1 or Alternative 2. As seen in the

table, daily traffic on Plantation Street would increase
from 8,300 vehicles under 1988 base conditions to 10,970
vehicles under Alternative 1 . This represents a 32

percent increase. Alternative 2 results in a 1 9 percent
increase in traffic on this section of Plantation Street.
When compared to 1988 No-Build conditions, Belmont Street
west of Shrewsbury Street experiences a daily increase of
3,880 vehicles or 22 percent under Alternative 1 . Under
Alternative 2, a 13 percent increase in traffic is

expected on Belmont Street west of Shrewsbury Street.

The daily traffic volume on Belmont Street in the
vicinity of Memorial Hospital and Route 1-290 as a result
of Alternative 1 will be 23,900 vehicles representing an
increase of 17.4 percent.

Most of the other roadways in the study area will exper-
ience less than a 1 percent increase in daily traffic
over base 1988 conditions. This includes Route 9 east of

Quinsigamond Avenue in which a 6.1 percent increase in
daily volume is anticipated.

Figures 1-7 through 1-9 present the 1988 PM design hour
volumes for the no build and build scenarios.
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Figure 1-6 Site Trip Distribution (%)
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AVERAGE DAILY TRAFFIC SUMJ1ARY

1988

No 1988 1988

Roadway 1983 Build Alt. 1 Alt. 2

Belmont St. - west
of Shrewsbury St.

Belmont St. - west
of Memorial Hospital

Shrewsbury St. - south
of Belmont St.

Plantation St. - north
of Belmont St.

Plantation St. - south
of Belmont St.

Plantation St. - south
of Lincoln St.

Lincoln St. - east
of Plantation St.

Lake Ave. - south
of Belmont St.

Route 9 - east
Quins igamond Ave.

Quinsigamond Ave. -

south of W. Main St.

W. Main St. - east
of Quinsigamond Ave.

16,000 17,200 21,080 19,500

18,900 20,360 23,900 22,450

17,200 18,500 19,230 18,930

7,700 8,300 10,970 9,880

9,600 10,300 10,910 10,660

15,500 16,700 17,720 17,300

14,200 15,300 16,230 15,850

11,200 12,100 13,310 12,820

37,000 39,900 42,330 41,340

6,100 6,600 7,210 6,960

14,700 15,800 17,340 16,700

Parking Needs

In accordance with the scope defined by the Secretary of

Environmental Affairs, the parking needs generated by the
alternative build scenarios were determined. In general,
the parking needs were determined by using standard engi-
neering parking demand ratios based on land useJL/ as well
as parking demand observations conducted by Vanasse/Hangen
for various sites throughout New England where appropriate

J_/ Transportation Research Board, Parking Principles ,

Special Report 125, Washington, D.C., 1971

Transportation
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Figure 1-7 1988 No Build PM Design Hour
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Figure 1-8 1988 PM Design Hour
Alternative 1
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Figure 1-9 1988 PM Design Hour
Alternative 2
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The following table presents the peak parking demand

ratios generated by the land uses included in the

alternative development scenarios.

PARKING DEMAND RATIOS

Land Use Peak Parking Ratio

Office/Research 3.0 spaces per 1,000 square feet

and Development

Housing 1.0 spaces per unit

Hotel 1.0 spaces per room and
0.5 spaces per employee

The overall parking demand period for the site will occur
during the daytime due to the office-generated demand.
In comparison, peak parking demands generated by hotels
and housing land uses generally occur during evening
periods. As such, if parking spaces on the site could be

shared by the different users, fewer spaces would be

required under the mixed use development scenarios . The
parking needs for the different alternatives under both
exclusive use of parking spaces and shared uses are
summarized in the following table.

PEAK PARKING DEMANDS

Exclusive Use Shared Use
Development of Spaces of Spaces
Scenario No. of Spaces No. of Spaces

Alternative 1 3,600 3,600

Alternative 2 1,537 1,117

As shown in the table, with an exclusive use of parking
spaces, Alternative 2 requires approximately 57 percent
fewer spaces than Alternative 1 . Parking space demands
indicated above assume exisitng auto occupancy and
transit use characteristics.
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Level of Service Analysis

Traffic volumes on the study area streets indicate the

importance of these routes to the regional roadway system
in the study area, but they give little indication of the

quality of traffic flow. To measure quality of flow,

intersection capacities were analyzed at 11 locations
with respect to the 1983 base traffic volume network, the
1988 No-Build, and the two alternative build networks. It
should be noted that the project's impacts are not confined
to these 11 intersections, they simply represent locations
where the impacts of the project and alternatives were
measured and analyzed.

To measure the operating conditions at the selected inter-
sections, the Level of Service (LOS) was calculated.
Level of Service is a qualititive measure of the effect
of a number of operation factors including speed, travel
delay, freedom to maneuver, and safety. The application
of a Level of Service calculation at an intersection
essentially presents an index of its operational qualities.
The Level of Service concept is identical to a grading
system where grades (levels of sevice) range from A to F.

In practice, any roadway may operate at a wide range of

levels of service, depending on the time of day, day of

week or period of year. Level of Service "A" is the opti-
mum condition of free flow where roadway operating condi-
tions are at their best. Level of Service "C", a condition
of stable flow, is generally considered desirable for peak
or design traffic flow in urban areas. Level of Service
"E", on the other hand represents an unstable flow condi-
tion where excessive congestion and delays are prevalent.
It is characterized by backups or queues of vehicles
waiting to pass through the intersection and long delays.
Often, it is necessary to design for Level of Service "D"

conditions in heavily traveled or congested urban areas.

Intersection Capacity Analysis

As described previously, urban arterial traffic opera-
tions are usually controlled by the operation of major
intersections along the roadway segment. A total of 11

intersections in the traffic study area were analyzed.
For the purposes of this preliminary traffic assessment,
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the PM design hour was selected for analysis as it tends

to have higher traffic volumes than the morning peak

periods and therefore represents a more critical time

period in the study area. Level of Service indicators
are shown in Figure 1-10 for the base and alternative
future conditions.

Under existing conditions, several intersections are
either operating at capacity or approaching capacity.
The most critical location in relation to the site is the

Belmont/Plantation Streets intersection. With a one-lane
approach on the Plantation Street southbound approach,
the intersection currently operates at LOS "E".

Under 1988 No-Build conditions, the following
intersections will operate at capacity:

• Belmont Street/Plantation Street,
• Belmont Street/Lake Avenue,

• Route 9/Quinsigamond Avenue,
• Plantation Street/Lincoln Street, and
• West Main Street/North Quinsigamond Avenue.

Contributing factors for these congested locations include
inadequate geometric design, lack of traffic signal
control, and the heavy traffic flows (both through and
turning movement flows) occurring during the peak hours.

Under each alternative, the traffic flow situation deter-
iorates further. The unsignalized intersection of Planta-
tion Street and the 1-290 eastbound off-ramp reaches
capacity under Alternative 1 . The signalized Belmont
Street/Shrewsbury Street intersection reaches LOS "E"

under Alternative 1 while it operates at LOS "D" under
Alternative 2.

In addition to the intersections mentioned above, several
roadway segments are seriously affected by the alternative
development scenarios. The following table presents a

volume to capacity analysis summary for the various
segments within the study area.
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Figure 1-10 Level of Service Summary
PM Design Hour
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VOLUME TO CAPACITY SUMMARY 1

/

1988
No 1988 1988

Roadway Location 1983 Build Alt. 1 Alt. 2

\J Volume to capacity ratios shown for multilane
roadways represent direction of heaviest flow.

2/ Actual peak hour volumes for this segment were not
available. The volume to capacity ratios shown are
estimated.

Belmont St. - west
of Shrewsbury St. 0.38 0.41 0.55 0.48

Belmont St. - westi/
of Memorial Hospital 0.83 0.90 1.20 1.05

Belmont St. - east

of Plantation Street 0.42 0.46 0.59 0.51

Belmont St. - at Lake
Quins igamond Bridge 0.49 0.52 0.63 0.58

Shrewsbury St. - south
of Belmont St. 0.25 0.27 0.27 0.28

Plantation St. - north
of Belmont St. 0.50 0.53 1.00 0.79

Plantation St. - south
of Belmont St. 0.54 0.58 0.63 0.61

Plantation St. - south
of Natural History Rd. 0.96 1.03 1.24 1.15

Lincoln St. - east
of Plantation St. 0.80 0.87 0.94 0.90

Lake Ave. - south
of Belmont St. 0.19 0.21 0.23 0.25

Route 9 - east
Quins igamond Ave. 0.34 0.36 0.42 0.39

Quins igamond Ave. -

north of Route 9 0.39 0.42 0.47 0.44

W. Main St. - east
of Quins igamond Ave. 0.21 0.22 0.27 0.24
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As can be ssen in the Table, Plantation Street in the

vicinity of the Natural History Road is the only roadway

segment which currently approaches capacity.

By 1988, without any development of the Plantation/Belmont
Parcel, it is estimated that two additional roadway
segments will approach capacity:

• Belmont Street in the vicinity of Memorial
Hospital and Route 1-290,

• Lincoln Street between Plantation Street and

Quinsigamond Avenue.

Under Alternative 1 , the following two- lane roadway

segments are estimated to be at theoretical capacity:

• Plantation Street between the proposed site

drives, and Belmont Street with a volume to

capacity ratio of 1.00,

• Plantation Street between Natural History Road

and 1-290 with a volume to capacity ratio of

1 .24, and

• Route 9 between Memorial Hospital and 1-290 with
a volume to capacity ratio of 1 .20,

• Lincoln Street east of Plantation Street as the

volume to capacity becomes 0.94.

Under Alternative 2, capacity is reached only on Plantation
Street between Natural History Road and 1-290 and Belmont
Street between Memorial Hospital and Route 1-290.

One can see from this analysis that under the low range

alternative, the relative change in conditions from the

1988 No-Build alternative is small. However, under the

high range of development, the impact more significant,

particularly on Plantation Street in the vicinity of the

site.

With the exception of the above roadways which approach

or exceed capacity, the major roadway segments, including

Route 9 east of Skyline Drive, have adequate roadway

capacity. However, in an urban setting as this, the quality

of traffic flow is primarily controlled by the signalized
intersections.
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Mobility Deficiencies

The critical lane analysis technique describes only part
of what is happening on the roadway network. The tech-

nique assumes optimal signal timing — a situation which
is not always the case. Further, in the traffic study

area, there are other factors, such as illegal parking
taking place on Belmont Street, which have the effect of

further reducing traffic speeds and increasing congestion.
In order to describe these conditions (herein referred to

as "mobility deficiencies"), Figure 1-11 was prepared to

describe additional peak hour potential bottlenecks and

problem areas.

These additional problem areas are briefly described below:

• Inefficient signal timing and lack of adequate
vehicle storage space at the Belmont Street/I-290
interchange causes vehicle delays and congestion.

• Curbside parking which takes place on both sides of

Belmont Street in the vicinity of Memorial Hospital
reduces roadway capacity. This area is just east of

the 1-290 interchange.

• Numerous curb cuts and median openings along lower
Belmont Street create vehicle conflicts and

effectively reduce the quality of traffic flow.

• Lake Quinsigamond Bridge is only four lanes wide and

forms a roadway constriction as six lanes of roadway
are provided on each side of the bridge. The result
of the constriction is vehicle backups on Route 9 and
additional vehicle delay.

• Route 9 in Shrewsbury is a heavily developed commer-
cial area characterized by numerous curb cuts. This
results in vehicle conflicts and reduces vehicle
speeds in this area.

• A relatively significant sight distance restriction
exists on Plantation Street south of Natural History
Road. This reduces vehicle speeds and the quality of
traffic flow as well as creating potential safety
problems in this section of roadway.
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Figure 1-11 Mobility Deficiencies-Peak Hour
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Further away from the site, Lincoln Street at the
Worcester City line, consists of two travel lanes.
As a result, roadway capacity is reduced, and lower
vehicle speeds and additional vehicle delay are

experienced.

Inadequate intersection geometry and the lack of
traffic signal control at the West Main Street/North
Quinsigamond Avenue intersection creates a

potentially hazardous location.
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CONCLUSIONS AND

MITIGATION MEASURES

The previous sections have described the results of the

preliminary traffic assessment conducted for the Plantation/
Belmont Parcel. The assessment included analyzing ranges

of development activity in terms of anticipated traffic

which would be generated and its impact on traffic flow in

the study area. In this section, conclusions from the

analysis are presented, and the amount of development
activity on the site which can be supported with readily

implementable roadway improvements is identified. The

results are presented so the reader can evaluate the

impacts of the site development on the surrounding road-

ways and choose a development option with full awareness

of the consequences.

Conclusions

The following conclusions can be drawn based on this

preliminary traffic assessment:

• Under existing conditions several congested and safety

deficient locations were identified. The one intersec-

tion currently operating at capacity is the Plantation
Street/Belmont Street intersection. In addition, the

link capacity of Plantation Street in the vicinity of

Natural History Road is approached. Also, safety defi-

ciencies exist along Plantation Street and at Route 9

intersections with Shrewsbury Street and Lake Avenue.

• Design year (1988) conditions without development on

the Plantation/Belmont parcel (the No-Build Case)

reveals that capacity conditions will exist at four

signalized and one unsignalized intersection, and

several roadway segments within the study area.

• Analysis of existing and the design year No-Build

conditions has shown that certain transportation

improvements should be considered to accommodate
existing and short term vehicle demands and to improve

the safety conditions in the area whether or not there

is development on this site.

• Analysis of the alternative development scenarios

indicated that under the full research and development
alternative, five signalized intersections as well as

two unsignalized locations will operate at capacity.

In addition four unsignalized intersections, which

currently operate at high levels of service, will

operate at LOS "D" under this alternative.
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Under Alternative 2, the mixed use development, operat-

ing conditions will be similar to the 1988 No-Build
alternative. However, there will be some reduction in

levels of service at some locations. The most notice-

able impact is the intersection of Belmont Street/
Shrewsbury Street where the Level of Service will be

reduced to LOS "D".

Mitigation Measures

A package of transportation improvements have been identi-
fied in relation to the Plantation/Belmont Parcel develop-

ment. These improvements are designed to mitigate the

transportation impacts resulting from the site development.

This improvement package would, to some extent, address

deficiencies which currently exist. The traffic systems
management improvements are outlined below:

General

Regardless of the type of development which takes place on

the Plantation/Belmont parcel, it is recommended that
public transportation and ridesharing be encouraged in

order to reduce vehicular demand on the surrounding road-
way network. This would include working with the WRTA in
modifying bus routes currently serving the study area and

increasing service to the site.

Other TSM measures such as staggered work hours could also
be considered for the purpose of reducing the peak hour
vehicle demands generated by the development.

In addition, a mixed-use development could potentially
encourage people to live and work on the same site
eliminating vehicle trips during the peak hours altogether.

Plantation Street

• The roadway should be reconstructed from the Medical
Center's North Drive to Belmont Street to provide four
travel lanes (two per direction).
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• The intersection of Belmont and Plantation Streets
should be reconstructed to provide additional turning
lanes on the Belmont Street westbound approach. The

traffic signal control equipment may require upgrading
as well.

• The roadway segment from Natural History Road to Lincoln
Street should be reconstructed to provide four through
travel lanes for the entire segment. Between Natural
History Road and the Medical Center's North Drive,

Plantation Street could remain two travel lanes wide.

• The roadway segment in the vicinity of Natural History
Road should be reconstructed to eliminate the sight
distance restrictions. This will involve new roadway

alignment for Plantation Street and reconstruction of

the Plantation Street/Natural History Road intersection.

Belmont Street

• An additional travel lane in the westbound direction
should be provided from east of Plantation Street to

Shrewsbury Street. This will be used for right turns

onto Plantation Street and into the site at Shrewsbury
Street.

• The intersection of Belmont and Shrewsbury Streets
will require reconstruction to improve the intersec-
tion geometry, traffic signal control and accommodate
an access drive to the Plantation/Belmont parcel.

Site Drives

• Three site drives are recommended to serve the parcel.

One drive would be of Belmont Street at Shrewsbury
Street. The two remaining drives would be located off
Plantation Street opposite the existing Medical Center

access drives.

• Each site drive should provide two lane approaches to

the major roadways serving the sites. This will allow
a separation of right and left turning traffic.

• Traffic flow at the major site drive, on Plantation
Street at the Medical Center's South Drive should be

controlled by a traffic signal.
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Site Development

Given the roadway improvements identified previously, an

assessment of roadway capacity at the upgraded locations

was completed. The ability of the upgraded roadway system

to carry traffic has been presented by calculating service
volumes at varying levels of service. These service
volumes were then compared to no build traffic demand flows

with the differences representing a measure of ability to

carry additional volumes (i.e., residual capacity). This

residual capacity was then related to the size of develop-
ment activity on the site.

Since the most critical intersection in the study area is

the Plantation/Belmont intersection, it was used as the
control intersection in determining development size. How-

ever, subsequent analysis was done on surrounding roadway
links and intersections to determine if downstream loca-
tions would be impacted by traffic flows generated by the
development scenario whose size was essentially established
by residual capacity at the Plantation/Belmont intersection

The following table shows the Level of Service that would
be anticipated with the upgraded roadway system for
various sizes of development.

ESTIMATE OF DEVELOPMENT SIZE
(With Transportation Improvements)

Size of Research and
Development Land UseV

(square footage)

400,000

675,000

900,000

Level of Service
Plantation/Belmont

LOS "C" (upper limit)

LOS "D" (upper limit)

LOS "E" (middle range)

LOS "E" (upper limit)

V Assumed research and development land use for
computational purposes only.
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The table illustrates the LOS for various sizes of Research

and Development. The mixed use development (Alternative

2), evaluated earlier in this section, would result in the

upper limits of Los "D" being reached at the Plantation/

Belmont intersection, under improved roadway conditions.

It should be pointed out that Level of Service "D" is con-

sidered an acceptable operating condition during peak hours

on urban roadways. Level of Service "E" is generally con-

sidered unacceptable and results in significant delays and

congestion to the traveling public, however, it should be

pointed out that many urban roadways and intersections

operate at Level of Service "E" for short periods during

peak flow conditions. This is the existing situation in

Worcester at the intersection of Belmont Street and Planta-

tion Street. Accordingly, a decision to permit development

at a level that will generate Level of Service "E" or

capacity conditions at the upgraded Plantation/Belmont

intersection will create operating conditions on Route 9

(after improvements) that are similar to existing
conditions.

If a development is permitted which generates the upper

limit Level of Service "E" at Plantation/Belmont (approxi-

mately 900,000 or more square feet) there will be impacts

at several downstream locations including:

• The section of Route 9 (Belmont Street) in the vicinity

of Memorial Hospital and the 1-290 interchange. The

roadway carries only 1 travel lane per direction and

curbside parking is allowed on both sides of the

street. At 900,000 square feet of development, the

link capacity will be approached. This will result in

significant backups and vehicle delays on Route 9,

particularly in the westbound direction. Improvements
in this section appear limited to Transportation System

Management (TSM) actions such as removing on-street

parking and improving the traffic signal operation.

This, however, becomes an enforcement problem.

Presently, regulations are posted which prohibit
parking during peak periods and these are not obeyed.

It should be pointed out that as this link segment becomes

congested, there will be some traffic diversion to other

less congested routes. This diversion will, to some

degree, reduce vehicle delays along this corridor.
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• The intersections along Route 9 east of the proposed
development site will operate at capacity. Major
widening improvements do not appear reasonable.
Improvements in signal timing and coordination should
be implemented, however, the overall impact on traffic
flow will be somewhat limited.

• The Route 9 bridge over Lake Quinsigamond is currently
four lanes wide and undergoing major reconstruction.
This four lane section of Route 9 forms a constriction
in roadway width causing vehicle backups and delays on
the approaches to the bridge. With additional traffic,
these backups and delays become worse. Widening the

bridge to six lanes does not seem reasonable to expect
over the next 15 to 20 years. Improving the traffic
signal operation at the Lake Avenue and Quinsigamond
Avenue intersections may reduce the congestion problems
to some extent at this location.

• Traffic congestion problems which currently exist at
the intersections of Plantation Street/Lincoln Street
and West Main Street/Quinsigamond Avenue will be some-
what increased by the development of 900,000 or more
square feet of research and development. Possible
actions involve geometric improvements, and the instal-
lation and/or upgrading of traffic signal control.

If the development is selected which generates Level of
Service "D" at Plantation/Belmont (approximately 400,000
square feet) then the congestion and bottleneck conditions
described above will be reduced in severity. However, the
problems will still exist to some degree.
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II. Air Quality

INTRODUCTION This chapter presents existing air quality-related data
pertaining to the general area of the Plantation-
Belmont Parcel, obtained from the Massachusetts
Department of Environmental Quality Engineering
(DEQE) . The chapter is provided as a basis and

starting point for any further study of air quality
that may be required by the Executive Office of

Environmental Affairs.

Existing area measurements have been obtained for

sulfer dioxide, ozone, nitrogen dioxide, and suspended
particulates. Traffic-based modeling is available for

carbon monoxide in the vicinity of the site. This data

is compared with pertinent National and Massachusetts
Ambient Air Quality Standards. (NAAQS) , which provide
for two levels of standards—primary and secondary.
Primary standards are designed to protect public
health, and secondary standards are designed to protect
public welfare (which includes protecting vegetation
and other materials from damage) . Data concerning
point source emissions in the area is also presented
here. For information concerning Massachusetts Air

Pollution Control Regulations which apply specifically
to the City of Worcester, see 310 CMR 7.02 (Emission

Limitations for Worcester), 310 CMR 7.04 (Special

Regulations for the City of Worcester Regarding Fossil
Fuel Utilization Facilities), and 310 CMR 7.05 (Special

Regulations for the City of Worcester Regarding Sulfer

Content of Fuels) . The need for further air quality
analysis will be determined after a specific site
development plan has been established.

DEQE CARBON MONOXIDE
MODELING

DEQE has adopted a two-phase, site-specific, traffic-
based analytical procedure to assess existing carbon
monoxide problems in the Commonwealth in order to iden-

tify where controls are needed to ensure compliance
with National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) by

1987. In the first phase of the CO analysis, the

Massachusetts Regional Planning Commissions— in this

case, the Central Massachusetts Regional Planning
Commission—applied an EPA-approved screening methodol-
ogy (U.S. EPA Carbon Monoxide Hotspot Guidelines,
August 1978) to identify locations with the highest
predicted violations in 1982. Based on this screening,
DEQE selected worst-case intersections to be subject to

more sophisticated analysis using a technique referred

to as Volume 9 (see U.S. EPA, Guidelines for Air

Quality Maintenance Planning and Analysis, Volume 9 -

Revised: Evaluation of Indirect Sources, EPA-450/4-787-001)
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As can be seen in Figure II-l, CO levels modelled for

1982 and 1987 for intersections near the Plantation-
Belmont Parcel do not exceed pertinent National Ambient
Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) . Modeling for 1987

assumes an auto emissions inspection and maintenance
program, while modeling for 1982 does not. The
intersection of Belmont and Lake Streets showed the

highest level, with 8.13 ppm of CO for 1982.

FIGURE II-l
DEQE CARBON MONOXIDE EIGHT-HOUR AVERAGE MODELING

(compared with NAAQS* of 9ppm)

Location
Modelled

Year
Modelled**

8-Hour

Average (ppm)

Belmont and

Lake Streets
1982

1987

8.13

6.56

Belmont and

Plantation
Streets

1982

1987

6.73

6.80

Belmont Street
and Quins iga-
mond Avenue

1982

1987

6.50

5.07

* National Ambient Air Quality Standard (Both

primary & secondary)
** 1987 assumes Inspection Maintenance Program;

1982 does not.

DEQE MEASUREMENTS OF AIR
QUALITY

This section presents 1981 air quality data for

sampling sites in the vicinity of the Plantation-
Belmont Parcel. The data was collected by the Region
II (Central Massachusetts) Section of the DEQE Division
of Air Quality Control. This data is compared with
National and Massachusetts Ambient Air Quality
Standards (NAAQS) . As can be seen in Figure II-2,
measurements for Sulfer Dioxide and Nitrogen Dioxide
are well within listed standards. However, the maximum
annual 24-hour average measured for Total Suspended
Particulates exceeds the pertinent NAAQS, as does the
maximum annual 1-hour average measured for ozone.
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Contaminant

Sulfer
Dioxide
(S0

3 )

Sampling
Site

B

FIGURE I I-

2

NATIONAL/MASSACHUSETTS AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS
AND 1981 DEQE MEASUREMENTS NEAR SITE

Type of

Average and
Averaging Time

Annual Arith-
metric Mean

Primary Secondary 1981 DEQE
Standard Standard Measurement

80 ug/m3 80 ug/m3 Not available

Max. 24-Hour 365 ug/m3 365 ug/m3 71 ug/m3

Max. 3-Hour None 1300 ug/m3 144 ug/m3

Total
Suspended
Particulates
(TSP)

Annual Geo-
metric Mean

75 ug/m3 60 ug/m3 47 ug/m3

Max. 24-Hour 260 ug/m3 150 ug/m3 161ug/m3**

Ozone
(0 3 )

B Max. 1-Hour

Average

0.12 ppm 0.12 ppm 0.125 ppm*

Nitrogen
Dioxide
(N0

2 )

B Annual Arith-

metric Mean
100 ug/m3 100 ug/m3 30 ug/m3

Sampling Sites : A = 410 Belmont Street (corner of Lake Avenue)
B = Mass. DPW Yard on Belmont Street near Lake Avenue

Notes : * Violation of NAAQS Primary Standard
** Violation of NAAQS Secondard Standard
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POINT SOURCES Emissions associated with heating of the Worcester
State Hospital (located directly northwest of the site)

and the University of Massachusetts Medical Center
(located directly east of the site) comprise the only
significant point sources in the vicinity of

Plantation-Belmont Parcel. The following data
concerning these emissions has been estimated by Region
2 DEQE Air Quality Section personnel.

FIGURE II-3

POINT SOURCES IN VICINITY OF SITE-

Worcester
State
Hospital*

University of
Massachusetts
Medical Center**

Particulates
(tons/yr)

13 21

sox
(tons/yr)

N0X

(tons/yr)

Hydrocarbons
(tons/yr)

CO
(tons/yr)

143

69

99

78

* Approx. Fuel Consumption/Year: 1,744,080 gallons:
#6 fuel oil (1% sulfer)

** Approx. Fuel Consumption /Year : 1,210,955 gallons;
#6 fuel oil (1% sulfer); 503,013,200 cubic feet of
natural gas.
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Ill INFRASTRUCTURE

INTRODUCTION Infrastructure capacity is addressed as to five cate-

gories of services and potential impacts in this chap-

ter. A preliminary assessment as to the availability

of water, electricity, and natural gas to the Planta-

tion-Belmont Parcel is considered both in terms of

demand vs. available supply, and in terms of the infra-

structure utilized to deliver these necessities. In

addition, preliminary assessments are also presented

regarding the capacity for drainage and treatment of

sanitary sewage which may be generated by project

development, and existing drainage conditions in light

of increased runoff which may occur as a result of

development of the parcel. In some cases, the need for

new infrastructure or improvements to existing infra-

structure is discussed (diagrams of area infrastructure

show approximate locations). Unless otherwise stated,

any improvements to existing infrastructure will be the

responsibility of the developer, as may be affected by

negotiations with the pertinent municipal agency/
utility company.

WATER SUPPLY Potable water is supplied to the Plantation-Belmont
Parcel by the City of Worcester Municipal water sys-

tem. Worcester's source of water is ten impoundments

located northwest of the City. The system maintains a

ten billion gallon capacity, with a 27-28 million

gallon-per-day (gpd) safe yield. Average daily demand

for the system is 26 million gpd. Municipal water ir

delivered by two different distribution systems.

"High" service originates from impoundments at approxi-

mately 825 feet, and "low" service originates at

approximately 600 feet. The water pressure within the

high service is generally greater than that of the low

service.

As shown on Figure III-l, 12" high service (installed

in 1896 and cement lined in 1964) runs along Belmont

Street to the south of the parcel. Another 12" high

service line (installed 1904) runs along the length of

the site on Plantation Street, as does a 20" low ser-

vice line (installed 1971) . Also shown on the accom-

panying plan are 8" and 12" low service feeder lines

associated primarily with the Worcester State Hospital

located northwest of the site.

Assuming 1,200,000 square feet of research and indus-

trial development (Conceptual Alternative #1) , water

demand will be approximately 120,000 gpd (based on
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estimation procedures listed in DEQE Title 5*—Sanitary

Sewage plus 25% to account for water supplied which

does not end up as sewage) . Based on the same

estimation procedures, water demand for the mixed-use

development described as Conceptual Alternative #2 is

approximately 172,000 gpd. According to the Worcester

Water Department, existing infrastructure is adequate

to serve these levels of potable water supply. An

additional 24" low service transmission line is being

planned to run to Plantation Street, originating from a

major transmission line at Grafton Street.

According to George Berringer, Chief of Fire Prevention

of the Worcester Fire Department, the site is adequate-

ly serviced in terms of fire-flow (gallons per minute

required to fight a fire) , although no definitive

assessment of this issue can be established until

specific project plans are available and until fire-

flow testing in the area is conducted. The most recent

fire-flow testing in the area was conducted in 1971 on

the low service line at Warden and Belmont Streets.

The results indicated 52 psi static, and 31 psi resid-

ual with two hydrants open—one at 720 gpm and one at

850 gpm. Because this location is at a higher eleva-

tion than the Plantation-Belmont Parcel, it is reason-

able to assume that pressure would be somewhat greater

at the project site.

According to the Insurance Services Office—an insur-

ance industry organization which classifies municipali-

ties according to fire prevention capabilities

—

Worcester is rated Class 2 (1 is the best rating: ten

is the worst) . The ISO representative stated that key

factors in evaluating fire-flow requirements for a

specific project would include construction type, occu-

pancy (materials stored) , building area, height, and

exposure (distance between buildings) . He also said

that—in terms of insurance ratings—the use of sprink-

lers and fire resistant construction would significant-

ly reduce fire-flow requirements for any development

project which may be located at the Plantation-Belmont

Parcel.

SANITARY SEWERAGE If DEQE Title 5* sewage flow estimation procedures for

office buildings are applied to Conceputal Alternative

Department of Environmental Quality Engineering Title

5—Sanitary Sewage Regulations, Massachusetts Office of

Environmental Affairs.
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#1 for the Plantation-Belmont Parcel (1,200,000 of

research and development space) , the project would

generate approximately 90,000 gallons per day. If the
same procedures are applied to Conceptual Alternative

#2 (mixed-use) , the project would generate approximate-
ly 138,000 gallons per day. A 12" sanitary sewer

line—which personnel of the Worcester Sewer Department
states would be adequate for such flow—originates at

the Worcester State Hospital and extends in a southeast
direction, crossing the Plantation-Belmont Parcel along
a natural drainage depression through the site to Plan-
tation Street (see Figure III-2) . The line then con-
nects to a 8" line at Belmont Street which hooks into a

42" sanitary gravity feed line leading to the South

Lake Avenue Force Station.

The 12" sanitary line which runs through the Planta-
tion-Belmont Parcel is owned by the Commonwealth. The
Worcester Department of Public Works has requested that

a legal arrangement for takeover of a deed of easement
for maintenance of the line be negotiated before sale/
lease of the property. Before such an agreement could
be executed, a Worcester DPW crew would have to be sent
out to field check the condition of such lines and to
verify that all existing information concerning such
lines is accurate.

Sewage reaching the South Lake Avenue Force Station is

pumped back up to Belmont Street via a 30" force main,
and down Shrewsbury Street, ultimately leading to the

upper Blacks tone Water Pollution Abatement Commission
treatment facility near Route 20 on the Millbury
border. From here, treated sewage is discharged into

the Blackstone River. The plant treats an average of
25-30 million gallons per day (mgd) and is currently
running at approximately 50% capacity.

STORM DRAINAGE Development of all or portions of the Plantation-
Belmont Parcel will result in some degree of reduction
of the site's natural ability to absorb storm water.
Due to the creation of new impervious or semi-pervious
surfaces such as parking lots, building roofs, drive-
ways, or new landscaping, some increased runoff will
occur, carrying with it a variety of pollutants which
may be generated on-site or encountered along the
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Figure III-2
Sanitary Sewerage
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of Mental Health
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drainage route. Although this effect can be greatly
reduced by utilizing mitigation measures such as those
to be discussed in a subsequent section of this
chapter, some portion of this runoff will enter into
the extensive municipal storm drain system serving this
area (Figure III-3) . Runoff from primary development
areas will enter into either the Belmont Street drain
or the Medical Center drain. It is also possible that
runoff from a small portion of the extreme northern end
of the site may enter an intermittent stream which
flows into the Coal Mine Brook drainage area (see

Figures III-4, III-5, and III-6) . Information in this

section is based on Watershed Management Plan for Lake
Quinsigamond and Flint Pond (Mass. DEQE, 1982) , and

Hydrogeologic Study of the Coal Mine Brook/Lake
Quinsigamond Municipal Well (Worcester Dept. of Public
Health, 1982)

.

These sections of the municipal storm water sewer
system discharge at various points into Lake
Quinsigamond, one of the most significant natural
resources in the region. Due to the effects of
urbanization in the drainage basin of the Lake, gradual
degradation of its water quality has occurred. Effects
have included declining fisheries population,
occasional swimming prohibitions, and limitations on

the use of the Lake as a source of water supply for
surrounding communities. For this reason, careful
analysis of drainage patterns and impacts, and
development of a set of effective impact mitigation
strategies should be incorporated into any
Environmental Impact Report pertaining to a specific
development plan for the Plantation-Belmont Parcel.

Belmont Street Drain

According to preliminary analysis of topography and
infrastructure in the area, drainage from the southern
portion of the Plantation-Belmont Parcel enters the
Belmont Street drainage system (see Figure III-4)

.

Runoff either enters the system via catch basins on
Belmont Street, or via catch basins on Plantation
Street. Current information indicates that the
Plantation Street catch basins lead to a 36" drainage
line running somewhere north of Belmont Street and
south of the Medical School's South Access Road. It is

not yet known where this 36" line connects into the
Belmont Street drain.
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Ficrure III-4 Belmont St* Drainage Area

Source: Mass. DEQE, Watershed Management Plan for
Lake Quinsigamond and Flat Pond. April 1982.
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The Belmont Street drain consists of an extensive storm

drainage system which discharges on the north side of

the Route 9 (Belmont Street) Bridge. The discharge
consists of a 60-inch submerged box culvert with a

36-inch overflow pipe. The discharge from this system

is a major source of pollution to Lake Quinsagamond

,

according to the Watershed Management Plan for Lake

Quinsagamond , 1982. Due to the impact of high bacteria

levels at the Regatta Point beach, a gravel coffer dam
was constructed between the shoreline and the first

off-shore bridge support pier. The discharge is thus

routed away from swimming areas.

Medical School Drain

Drainage from the northern portion of the

Plantation-Belmont Parcel enters the University of

Massachusetts Medical School drainage system, joining

either a 54" line at the North Access Road (see Figure

III-5) , or a similar line at the South Access Road, and

discharging to Lake Quinsagamond across Lake Avenue
north of Regatta Point. During storm runoff, the

accumulation of grit and other matter has contributed
to the creation of a sandbar immediately below the

drain outfall to the lake. Sampling has shown that

heavy metals, particularly lead and zinc, are also

contributed via the Medical School outfall, according
to the Watershed Management Plan for Lake Quinsagamond ,

1982.

Coal Mine Brook Drainage Area

Coal Mine Brook encompasses a relatively small drainage

area. The Brook originates on the grounds of the

former Lincoln Country Club, now known as Lincoln
Village, flows under Route 1-2 90, and—before
discharging to the lake below a City of Worcester water

supply pumping station— is joined by an intermittent
stream draining portions of Wigwam and Belmont Hill

(see Figure III-6) . Analysis of the topography of the

area indicates that runoff from the Plantation-Belmont
Parcel does not directly enter the Coal Mine Brook
drainage area. However, a limited possibility exists
that runoff from a small portion of the extreme
northern end of the site may enter the intermittent
stream which flows into Coal Mine Brook. If this

northern end of the site is developed, drainage could
be directed away from the Coal Mine Brook watershed.
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Figure III-5
Medical School Drainage Area

Source:. Mass. DEQE, Watershed Management Plan foa

Lake Quinsigamond and Flat Pond. April 1982.
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Figure III-6
Coal Mine Brook Drainage Area

1000

Source:. Mass. DEQE, Watershed Management Plan for

Lake Quinsigamond and Flat Pond. April 1982.
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Effects on Coal Mine Brook/Lake Quinsigamond Municipal
Well

A municipal gravel packed well is located near Lake
Quinsigamond just north of Coal Mine Brook. The well
is a significant source of water supply for the City,
with a capability of providing up to 3.5 million
gallons per day, representing approximately 14% of the
maximum safe yield of the entire City of Worcester
water supply system.

According to the Hydrogeologic Study of the Coal Mine
Brook/Lake Quinsigamond Municipal Well (Worcester Dept.

of Public Health, 1982) , the primary recharge area of

the municipal well is composed of areas below Lake
Quinsigamond and of stratified drift located on the

western side of the Lake, the boundaries of which are
delineated in Figure III-7. The Plantation-Belmont
'Parcel is not part of this contiguous primary recharge
area.

Surrounding this recharge area of stratified drift are
areas of bedrock and glacial till, features with low
permeability and storage capacity, and thus with
limited potential to supply recharge affecting the
municipal well. Because the Plantation-Belmont Parcel
is located a significant distance from the municipal
well, is outside of the Coal Mine Brook Watershed, and
is separated from the well by materials of low

permeability, it is reasonable to conclude that

development of the Plantation-Belmont Parcel will not

affect the quality or quantity of recharge of the

aquifer of the. municipal well.

A slight potential does exist, however, that an
intermittent stream which runs to Coal Mine Brook from
an area just north of the site may occasionally carry
runoff from a minor northern segment of the site into
the well's aquifer recharge area. If developed,
drainage from this extreme northern portion of the site

could be directed away from the area of influence of
the municipal well. More detailed drainage analysis
should be conducted once project plans are finalized to

establish whether even this level of impact mitigation
is necessary.
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Figure III-7 Municipal Well Recharge Area

* See Figure III-3 for proximity of this area to the

Plantation/Belmont Parcel.
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Mitigation of Stormwater Runoff

A variety of means are available to minimize the

quantity of any increased surface runoff which may
result from development of the Plantation-Belmont
Parcel. Such techniques are capable of reducing
erosion/sedimentation occurring during project
construction, as well as runoff resulting from the
creation of new permanent impervious surfaces
associated with new development. Although specific
mitigation measures cannot be determined until more
specific information is available concerning the future
use of the parcel, the mitigation techniques discussed
here are among those which should be considered in the

preparation of final development proposals for the site

During project construction, soil erosion occurs when
vegetative cover is removed and the soil is exposed to

the action of rain, wind, and surface water runoff.
Steps to be considered for implementation during
construction activities to prevent resultant adverse
impacts to water quality in the receiving body of water
(Lake Quinsagamond) may include:

o Maintenance of native vegetation to the greatest
extent possible.

o Utilization of strip construction in which
alternative strips of land are worked while
surrounding areas remain vegetated.

o Utilization of straw bale filters/sand bagging to
reduce velocity and decrease sediment load of
runoff.

o Prompt surface stabilization using seed, mulch,
sod, etc., after completion of construction.

Once new development has been created on the
Plantation-Belmont Parcel, new impervious surfaces in

the form of parking lots, driveways, rooftops, or newly
landscaped areas may decrease the site's natural rate
of stormwater absorption, and increased runoff mav
occur. A wide variety of technical measures for

mitigating this problem are available to developers of
this site. Among the measures which should be
considered are:

o Detention basins which temporarily hold runoff for
gradual release.
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o Retention basins which hold runoff for percolation
into the ground.

o Infiltration trenches to route water to areas for

percolation into the ground.

o Parking lot construction techniques such as porous
or semi -pervious pavement, or rippled pavement
channeling runoff to grassy areas.

o Installation and maintenance of catch basins or

grease traps in the storm drainage system, as

appropriate.

o Parking lot maintenance such as sweeping/vacuuming
to reduce particulate loadings, minimization of

salt and sand for de-icing, and minimization of the

use/disposal of substances such as pesticides,
fertilizers, detergents, oils or gasoline.

If agricultural uses are maintained on-site, mitigation
measures applied to agricultural activities which
generate runoff wastes should be considered. The
runoff from this type of land use can include silt,

clay, fertilizers, animal wastes, crop residues,
pesticides, inorganic salts, and minerals.

ELECTRIC SERVICE The Plantation-Belmont Parcel is serviced by

Massachusetts Electric, which currently maintains
three-phase primary (4,160 volt) service lines under

Belmont Street, and under a short portion of Plantation

Street (see Figure III-8) , at which point the service
proceeds overhead north along Plantation Street.
Assuming a major development project were to occur on

the site, Massachusetts Electric would convert this

existing 4,160 volt system to 13,800 volt service by
completing a tie-in between the Greendale and
Bloomingdale substations, each of which can supply

13,800 volts. The Greendale station is located near

the intersection of Route 12 and East Mountain Street,

and the Bloomingdale Station is located near Frank

Street. The two stations would be linked to a common
point, and then a loop system through the site would be

established in order to avoid power outages if problems
occurred at individual points in the lines. According
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to the Massachusetts District Engineer*, a general rule

of thumb for electrical requirements is five watts per

square foot of research and development space, 1.5

kilowatts per two-bedroom dwelling, and 5 kilowatts per
unit in a hotel. On this basis, Conceptual Alternative
#1 (1,200,000 SF of research and development) produces

an electrical load of approximately 6,000 kilowatts,

and Conceptual Alternative #2 (mixed -use) produces a

load of approximately 3,500 kilowatts.

NATURAL GAS The Plantation-Belmont Parcel is serviced by the
Commonwealth Gas Company in Southboro, which currently
maintains low pressure service on Belmont Street and on
a portion of Plantation Street. However, the company's
Manager of Volume Sales stated that intermediate
pressure is required for either the Conceptual
Alternative #1 (1,200,000 SF of research and
development) or #2 (mixed-use) development scenarios
contemplated for this site.

For Alternative #1, an average of 46,800 cf/hr. gas
would be required, according to Commonwealth Gas's
calculations. For Alternative #2, Commonwealth Gas's
calculations indicate an average of 50,000 cf/hr **

An existing 6" intermediate line is located on Belmont
Street ending just past Coburn Avenue (see Figure
III-9) , and an 8" intermediate pressure line is located
along Lake Street. According to Commonwealth Gas, a 6"

line can deliver 190,000 cf/hr. of gas. Once building
foundations were in place, Commonwealth Gas would
continue its line west on Belmont, run a line north on
Plantation Street, or locate such lines as would best
benefit any development which may occur.

According to the company's Volume Sales Manager,
adequate supplies for any type of development at this

Parcel are available, although a reasonable period of
lead time would be helpful in planning for continued
supply. Commonwealth Gas maintains tanks in the Town
of Hopkinton to supply gas during peak periods.

* Personal Contact: District Engineer, Distribution
Engineering Department, Massachusetts Electric,
Worcester, Massachusetts.

** Personal Contact: Manager of Volume Sales,
Commonwealth Gas, Southboro, Massachusetts.
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IV Historic/Archaeological Resources

INTRODUCTION A Phase I Archaeological Survev of the Plantation-
Belmont Parcel in Worcester, Massachusetts, was
conducted in February, 1983 by the Office of Public
Archaeology at Boston University. The purpose of this
survey was to evaluate the 105-acre tract of land in

terras of its potential for the existence of prehistoric
and historic cultural resources. The survey
methodology of the archaeological investigation called
for the identification of areas of known or potential
archaeological sensitivity within the overall parcel.

The Phase I study consisted of an investigation of the

prehistory and history of the project area within a

regional context. The geology, topography, ecology,

soils, hydrology, and past and present land use of the

project area were studied. Recorded prehistoric and

historic archaeological sites near the parcel were
identified through a variety of archival sources. A

walkover reconnaissance of the project areas was
hindered by the presence of snow cover, which precluded
the indentif ication of archaeological sites by means of

surface inspection, and limited the assessment of the

suitability of different areas within the parcel for

subsurface testing on the basis of actual field
conditions.

At the present time, the Plantation-Belraont Parcel
consists of 105 acres of essentially undeveloped, open
and rolling terrain overlooking Lake Ouinsigamond, at

elevations between 510-580 feet. Paxton and Woodbridge
soils predominate. Approximately 70 acres in the

eastern section of the parcel are used for alfalfa
farming.

The parcel is part of the former Worcester State
Asylum, now the Worcester State Hospital , which is

listed on the National Register of Historic Places and

the State Register. Standing structures in the project

area include a wood cottage and garage at 297 Belmont
Street, and a large brick farmhouse abd greenhouse at

365 Plantation Street. The bounds of the parcel are

lined with dry-laid stone walls, while avenues passing

through the property are lined with trees.

This chapter consists of a summary of Report on Phase

I, Step 1 Archaeological Survey of the Plantation-
Belmont Parcel in Worcester, Massachusetts (Boston

University Office of Public Archaeology , which is

presented in its entirety in Appendix 1.
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BACKGROUND RESEARCH Although recent archaeological research has
demonstrated that the Worcester area was probably
occupied throughout all periods of the prehistoric
past, from Paleo through Contact periods (approximately

12,000 years ago through 1650) , no prehistoric sites

are recorded within the Plantation-Belmont Parcel.

Nearby recorded sites include four late Archaic (10,000

to 3,000 years ago) sites at Indian Lake, northwest of
the project area. To the east, a prehistoric site of
unknown cultural or chronological affiliation is

recorded on the west shore of Lake Quinsigamond. Other
recorded sites in the City of Worcester are located at
Stratton Hill near Tatnuck Brook, and in Elm Park.

At the time of the first European settlement of

Worcester (late 17th century) , native communities are
recorded at Pakachoag Hill, in the Tatnuck area, and on

Wigwam Hill, a short distance northeast of the project
area, on the western shore of Lake Quinsigamond.

The first occupation of Worcester by European settlers
began in 1674, although it was not until 1713 that

permanent settlement became established. The use of
the Plantation-Belmont Parcel during the historical
period was predominantly agricultural until it was
acquired by the State Asylum in 1870. Plantation
Street, which forms the eastern boundary of the parcel,
was laid out in 1714. Documentary sources indicate
that the present Plantation-Belmont Parcel was divided
into a number of farms during the 18th and 19th
centuries, with house lots along Plantation and Belmont
Streets.

The site of the present brick farmhouse at 365

Plantation Street was apparently a house lot for
earlier farms dating back perhaps as early as that of
Moses Leonard in 1720. The standing wood structure at

297 Belmont Street was the Watson farmhouse, built in

1851. A second mid-19th century farmhouse, no longer
standing, was located east of this house, at 299

Belmont Street.

In 1870, the various farms occupying the Plantation-
Belmont Parcel were purchased as part of the grounds of
the new State Hospital, now listed on the National
Register of Historic Places. The main hospital
building, outside the present project area, was built
between 1874-1877. The Watson cottage, at 297 Belmont
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Street, continued to be used by the hospital. The

brick structure at 365 Plantation Street was probably

used to house farm workers; the farmhouse was built

before 1896, and an addition was added between 1896 an

1911.

ASSESSMENT " The Phase I Reconnaissance Survey of the project area

documented the use of the Plantation-Belmont Parcel for

agricultural purposes during the 18th and 19th

centuries, until the land was acquired as part of the

grounds of the Worcester State Asylum in 1870. After

this time, large portions of the land continued to be

utilized for farming, and the entire parcel served to

provide a scenic background for patients of the State

Hospital.

Historical structures still standing on the site

include: 1) the Watson Cottage—297 Belmont Street

—

built in 1851 which, in its much altered plan and poor

condition, is not a unique or exceptional example of

architecture of its period; and 2) the brick farmhouse—
365 Plantation Street—built before 1896. Other

cultural properties related to the State Hospital

complex are the tree-lined avenues and the stone walls

and gates that line much of its bounds. Other

potential archaeological resources of the historical

period are the mid-19 th century farmhouse that formerly

stood at 299 Belmont Street, and the possible remains

of 18th or 19th-century farmsteads in the area now

occupied by the brick structure at 365 Plantation

Street.

Prehistoric archaeological resources are more difficult

to assess in the absence of subsurface testing and an

intensive walkover surface reconnaissance. In general,

the project area appears to have only moderate

potential for prehistoric cultural resources. No

prehistoric sites are recorded within the project area,

although sites are documented nearby to the east along

Lake Quinsigamond

.

There are no good sources of water in the project area,

although historical maps indicate that what is now a

poorly drained area in the north portion of the parcel

may have been a stream course in the past. Paleoenvi-

ronmental data indicate that in early postglacial

times, what is now Lake Quinsigamond would have been

somewhat closer to the project area, although not close

enough to make the parcel a "lakeside" location.
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Without strong criteria such as a good on-site water
source, possible prehistoric site locations can only be

considered in relation to factors such as the

availability of well-drained soils, level or gently

sloping terrain, and availability of a variety of

potential resources.

Three general areas within the project zone are

considered moderately sensitive for the presence of

prehistoric cultural resources.

1. The land immediately surrounding the wet soils in

the northern portion of the parcel. This area

would be especially sensitive if the present wet
area had been a better defined water source in the
past, as historical records suggest.

2. The level, well-drained soils along Plantation
Street, in the area now occupied by the brick

structure. This area may also contain early
historical remains relating to the 18th and

19-century farmsteads known to have existed here.

3. The level, well-drained soils along Belmont Street,

where the Watson Cottage now stands. This area is

bounded on all sides by roadways.

It is recommended that an archaeological survey be
conducted to test for the existence of archaeological
remains in the areas outlined above. Surface
examination should be conducted first to identify sites
through surface inspection. The results of the surface
reconnaissance will serve to define more precisely the

areas of archaeological sensitivity outlined above.

Following the surface inspection, a program of
subsurface testing based on coring and shovel test pits
is recommended. The precise areas to be tested, as

well as sampling intervals, will be determined on the

basis of the initial surface inspection.
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V Trees/Vegetation

INTRODUCTION The following section inventories and evaluates the

condition of the trees and vegetation on the

Plantation-Belmont Parcel. Concerns for the visual

screening and buffering of the new development from the

Worcester State Hospital are also addressed. Sensitive
areas are identified to be protected or preserved to

maintain the existing character of the site and protect
significant specimens or stands of trees. The
information was collected over a series of site walks
and careful examination of existing aerial photographs
and land cover mapping*.

INVENTORY/ASSESSMENT Generally/ all of the vegetative cover on this space is

a mature stand and in good condition. There is a great
mix of tree cover, but maples, beech and oak

predominate (See Figure V-l) . Most were probably
planted during the late 1800 's when the main farm house
was built. Only the central and northern portions of

the site just below the Worcester State Hospital may be

natural cover. In these areas, there exists a wider
range of tree types and sizes. These variations occur
in this area because the land is steep (See Figure V-2)

with ledge apparent at or near the surface and

therefore untouched by clearing for agriculture.
Because of this area's proximity to the State Hospital,

care should be taken in preserving a generous buffer of

this existing material, to screen and provide a natural

transition from the new development, thus maintaining

the character of the Worcester State Hospital.

Most obvious are the plantings along the existing

roadways throughout the parcel. Mature 20" -36" Caliper

Sugar Maples (Acer sp. ) , Beech (Fagus sp.), Spruce

(Picia sp.), and Fir (Abies sp.) line many of the roads

to the Hospital and the existing farmhouse. The trees

which line these roads should be protected from random

parcelling of the site and from proposed utility work.

*MacConnel, William P. Remote Sensing , 20 Years of

Change in Massachusetts 1952-1972 .

University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts.

(Statewide land-cover mapping at 1:31,680 in 1951 and

1:24,000 in 1971, based on aerial photographs.

Indicated on site are hardwoods, 41-60 feet in height
in 1951, and mixed hardwoods and softwoods of similar

height in 1971.)
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Figure V-l Vegetation
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Figure V-2
Slope Analysis
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Weakest of all plantings, although not in poor
condition, are the maples which line Belmont and
Plantation Streets. Because of their exposure—open to
wind—and their proximity to the highways, they show

signs of wind/ice damage and failing health. In all

except specific cases, these trees should be maintained
and new trees should be planted in these areas which
will eventually mature and maintain the perimeter green
as the existing maples fade.

Many conifers have been planted throughout the site-

double rows of Norway Spruce (Picea sp) , stands of the
deciduous Inarch (Larix sp. ) and a few scattered Pines
(Pinus sp.). Wherever possible, these evergreens
should be untouched to provide year-round screening,
windbreak protection, and help define and separate
individual development parcels. More than any other
measure, leaving these stands of evergreens will create
a scale that does not conflict with the character and

massing of the historic structures higher up on the

hill. A few volunteer pines and a planted evergreen
pine stand can be found on the northern portion of the
site above the agricultural land and elevations of 500

feet. These should be encouraged and selectively
thinned to provide future evergreen screening.

UNUSUAL SPECIES In regard to other plant and animal life on the
Plantation-Belmont Parcel, the Massachusetts Natural
Heritage Program—which maintains a statewide ongoing
inventory of rare plants and animals species
populations, and unusual plant communities—has stated
that they have no record of any rare species
occurrences in this area.
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VL Agricultural Lands

CONTEXT
~ For the last 100 years, the Plantation-Belmont Parcel

has been part of the Worcester State Hospital property

and has been used primarily for agricultural purposes.

During the 1800's and well into this century, the

Plantation-Belmont Parcel was used as farmland to

produce food for patients of the Worcester State

Hospital, and to provide a therapeutic work experience

for those patients. The large two and one-half story

brick building known as the "farmhouse", across from

the Medical Center on Plantation Street was, in fact,

constructed to house farmworkers hired to assist

patients in the farming of what was then Hospital

grounds.

In 1968, the University of Massachusetts Medical School

took possession of most of the Plantation-Belmont

Parcel and leased out the land to farmers who cut and

sold the hay which grew there each year. During the

late 1970' s, a seven-acre segment of the parcel was

turned over to the Massachusetts Department of

Agriculture's Division of Land Use for inclusion in

their Community Gardens Program. However, usage of

this land as community gardens was halted in 1978 due

to sporadic participation and problems concerning

pilferage. The Medical Center has also utilized an

approximately 3-acre portion of the Plantation-Belmont

Parcel for parking for about 400 cars. The topsoil

from this area was stripped and is stored at the

Worcester State Hospital dumps ite.

Upon public notification of state consideration of

development of this land, the issue of the conversion

and permanent loss of farmland arose. Pertinent state

agencies as well as organizations such as the

Conservation Law Foundation of New England, Worcester's

Regional Environmental Council, the Massachusetts Food

& Agriculture Coalition, and private citizens spoke out

at hearings and in written response to the

Massachusetts Office of Environmental Affairs. These

parties stated that the parcel was of significant

agricultural value, and submitted requests ranging from

complete site preservation to a variety of compromise

strategies allowing limited site development and

limited site preservation.

The competition between agricultural and urban land

uses in urbanizing areas is well-known and well

documented and need not be summarized here. The

purpose of this chapter is to present information

useful in addressing the issue of the agricultural
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value of the site, in light of the development
opportunity which the site currently poses, without
drawing conclusions regarding the appropriateness of
any specific treatment of the Plantation-Belmont Parcel
in terms of development or preservation.

This chapter provides an overview of agricultural
activity and developable land in the vicinty of the
site, and outlines state food and agricultural policies
pertinent to this project. Following this, soils
on-site are described, and factors affecting the
agricultural value of the site are discussed. Last,

various alternatives for development and/or
preservation of the site are presented.

AGRICULTURE IN THE AREA The Plantation-Belmont Parcel is located within
OF THE SITE Worcester County, an area which has recently shown some

limited growth in number of farms (total acreage of
farms in the County has remained essentially
consistent) . Most farms in Worcester County are family
owned and operated, and most products are processed on
the farm and sold directly to consumers and local
outlets. Agricultural activity in the County includes
dairying, poultry, greenhouse operation, fruit
production, and vegetable production. Vegetable
production is growing in Worcester County, with over
3,000 acres in production on more than 130 commercial
farms.

According to the Worcester County Extension Office,
there are currently 656 commercial agricultural and
horticultural enterprises in Worcester County,
entailing a 40 million dollar business. The following
two charts summarize trends in agricultural activity in
the County and in the Commonwealth. The first chart,
Figure VI-1 , provides a variety of agricultural data
specific to Worcester County for 1974 and 1978 (1982
data is not yet available) . The second chart, Figure
VI-2, provides an overview of the change in number and
acreage of farms in Massachusetts from 1971 to 1982.

Similar data is not readily available for the City of
Worcester. During the period before this study was
initiated, questions arose from MEPA, the Massachusetts
Department of Food and Agriculture, and others as to
the potential for other land in the City of Worcester
to be put into agricultural use as one form of
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Figure VI-! FARMLAND DATA* FOR WORCESTER COUNTY

1978 1974

Farms Acres Farms Acres

Farms 864 129 516 816 130 746

Average size of farm 150 160

Approximate land area 965 760 965 760

Proportion in farms 13.4 13.5

Land in farms according
to use:

Total cropland
Harvested cropland
By acres harvested:

1 to 9 acres
10 to 19 acres
20 to 29 acres
30 to 49 acres
50 to 99 acres
100 to 199 acres
200 to 499 acres
500 to 999 acres

Cropland used only
for pasture

Other cropland

808 59 387 766 56 438
770 41 635 718 40 945

149 149
111 92

103 89
137 111
136 155

102 87

30 31

2 4

418 14 590 380 13 492

160 3 162 112 2 001

Figure VI-2 FARMLAND DATA** FOR MASSACHUSETTS

Year
Number of
Farms

Average
Size

Land in

Farms

Number Acres 1,000 acres

1971 5,900
1972 5,700
1973 5,500
1974 5,500
1975 5,800

1976 6,300
1977 6,200
1973 5,900
1979 6,200

1980 5,900

1981 5,600
1982*** 5,400

122

123

124

124

121

111

111

115

110

115

118

119

720

700

680
680
700

700

690

680

630

680

660

640

U.S. Dept. of Commerce, 3ureau of the Census.
Census of Agriculture. Countv Data.

L078

** Massachusetts Dept. of Food and Agriculture.
Massachusetts Agriculture 1^82 . Boston, MA.

*** Preliminary data.
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compensation for development of the Plantation-Belmont
Parcel. However, in order to determine the land

available to be put into agricultural use in the City
of Worcester or in Worcester County, a survey such as

those conducted by the Middlesex, Essex, Hampshire,
Hampden, Franklin and Berkshire Conservation Districts
would have to be conducted. These counties are

attempting to inventory potential farmland currently
lying fallow which might become available for

agricultural use. Such an inventory, however, is

beyond the scope of this study, and is not presently
contemplated by the Worcester County Conservation
District.

In order to establish what active farms exist in the
City of Worcester, a variety of agencies were
contacted, including the Massachusetts Department of
Food and Agriculture, U.S. Soil Conservation District,
and the Massachusetts Farm Bureau. According to these
sources, the only active farm in the City is located at

452 Southwest Cutoff, where approximately 14 acres are
farmed and receiving property tax benefits provided
under the Chapter 61A of the Massachusetts General
Laws, the Farmland Assessment Act. Another farm, on
Salisbury Avenue, is currently inactive, with
approximately 15 acres lying fallow. If publicly owned
land in Worcester were to be sought for use as
community gardens, the best source of information
concerning available land is an inventory of the
Worcester parks and open space appearing in the Parks
and Open Space Five Year Action Plan prepared for the
Worcester Parks and Recreation Commission in 1982.

AVAILABILITY OF ALTERNATIVE In order to better evaluate the possibility of
DEVELOPMENT SITES preserving all or portions of the site as productive

farmland, the Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act
(MEPA) office asked that an investigation be made into
whether other land in the project area might be suited
for development of a project similar to those currently
contemplated for the Plantation-Belmont Parcel. In
order to address this question, a telephone inquiry of
four major commercial real-estate brokers in Worcester
was conducted. When questioned as to the availability
of a comparable area, the unanimous opinion of these
brokers was that no such site is currently available inl

the immediate Worcester area. William J. Mulford,
Worcester's Director of Community Development,
concurred with this assessment. He said that a lack ofj

available industrial land is one of Worcester's largest
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problems, and that no available developable land in the

area is comparable to the Plantation-Belmont Parcel.

The key reasons identified for this lack of available

alternative development sites concerned three factors:

size, location and amenities. Realtors stated that

they would be hardpressed to find even more than ten

acres available in the Worcester area. One realtor

stated that as of January 21, 1983, the largest tract

included in current real estate listings was 11 acres

(at the U.S. Steel Plant, discussed below). Brokers

stated that any comparable site would be located well

out of the City of Worcester, in such outlying areas as

Northbridge or Westboro. In other areas,
infrastructure is not in place. Other pertinent
amenities, such as highway and public transit

accessibility would compare poorly with those valuable

in marketing the Plantation-Belmont Parcel.

The specific alternative sites in the area which were

discussed included:

o The old United Cheverolet site across Belmont

Street to the west from the Plantation-Belmont
Parcel (186,000 square feet), which has been vacant

for several years, along with an associated

four-story building on Shrewsbury Street of

approximately 40,000 square foot.

o A multi-acre parcel (currently for lease) at the

U.S. Steel Plant off of Ballard and Millbury

Streets which is primarily suited for industrial

use.

o A multi-acre parcel of land on Plantation Street

north of the project site recently sold by the

Roman Catholic church for residential development.

o A 489,000 sq. ft. multi-building, multi-story mill

complex on Cambridge Street near Webster Square.

o A parcel located at the intersection of North

Quins igamond Avenue and West Main Street in

Shrewsbury. The site, bounded by 1-290, is in a

prime location but, according to area brokers, is

not available for purchase.
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In summary, it was the unanimous opinion of Worcester
area commercial real-estate brokers that— in terms of
factors such as zoning, amenities, access, location,
size, and topography—no comparable development site is

currently available in the immediate Worcester area.
Of course, there may be comparable development sites
elsewhere in the state. However, even in these cases,
the loss of agricultural land may arise as a potential
development impact.

MASSACHUSETTS FOOD AND
AGRICULTURE POLICIES

The goal of supporting agriculture and preserving
farmland has been articulated in a variety of

Massachusetts policy statements, and is currently being
pursued in the form of a number of state programs.
Problems such as the continuing loss of farmland to

development; reduced agricultural profitability due to

inflation, rising labor costs and other factors:
over-reliance on imported food, resulting in higher
food prices: and inequitable tax policies pertaining to
farm properties have been addressed in innumerable
Massachusetts public policies within the last ten

years. The most pertinent policies are discussed in

the following text, and are also outlined in Figure
VI-3.

In 1973, a Commission on Food in Massachusetts was
appointed, and the Farmland Assessment Act became law,

permitting local officials to assess farmland for
property taxes at a value based on its current use and
yield rather than on the potential value of the land as

if it were sold for commercial development. A year
later Chapter 654 was enacted, amending Massachusetts
General Laws (MGL) Chapter 20 and creating the Division
of Land Use of the Massachusetts Department of Food and
Agriculture. The Division was empowered to administer
the Massachusetts Community Gardening Program with
authority to issue use permits for farming and
gardening on public lands.

A major policy statement entitled "A Policy for Food

and Agriculture in Massachusetts" was issued by the
Department of Food and Agriculture in 1976. An
introduction to the document stated that, "Alarmed by
the persistent rise in local food prices at the retail
level and the rapid decline of farming and farmland in

Massachusetts, and haunted by the realization that the
State has no guiding policy on these matters, the
Secretary of the Executive Office of Environmental
Affairs and the Commissioner of the Department of Food
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and Agriculture have undertaken to identify the root
causes of these problems and to recommend remedial
programs for state government to follow." The document
outlined a comprehensive state strategy for addressing
issues concerning agricultural land, production,
inspection, storage, and marketing. The protection of

farmland from development pressure was set-out as a

high priority within this policy statement.

A year later, in 1977, the Agricultural Preservation
Restriction Act (Massachusetts General Laws-MGL-Chapter
780) was passed in Massachusetts establishing the
Massachusetts Preservation Restriction (APR) Program.

The Program enables farmers to receive cash for

farmland equity without removing the land from
agricultural use. Participating farms may thereafter
be bought or sold only at their value as a farm. Under
the Program, the Department of Food and Agriculture
must pay an agricultural land owner an amount up to but

not exceeding the difference between the property's
fair market value for development and the property's
fair market value as agricultural land. A state
Agricultural Lands Preservation Committee in the

Department of Food and Agriculture selects sites to

receive such payments on the basis of applications
submitted by the city or town in which such land is

located.

Since 1977, several executive orders have been issued

in order to support agricultural activities in the
Commonwealth. The most notable was Executive Order

#193 (March 19, 1981), which directs state agencies to

encourage the protection of state-owned agricultural
land from conversion to non-agricultural uses when

feasible alternatives are available. Other Executive
Orders issued during recent years expressed support for

a wide variety of existing agricultural programs and

goals, and directed public institutions in

Massachusetts to purchase commodities from in-state

growers whenever possible.

In specific regard to the Plantation-Belmont Parcel,
the Secretary of the Executive Office of Environmental

Affairs— in comments to the project's Environmental
Notification Form (EOEA #4521) —encouraged thorough
analysis of the possible retention of agricultural

activity on the parcel. Comments to the ENF from the

Department of Food and Agriculture recommend
development of the parcel consistent with Executive
Order #193, and propose preservation of the north 40
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Figure VI-3
MASSACHUSETTS FOOD AND AGRICULTURE POLICIES AND PROGRAMS

Policy Statement Date Agency/Sou rce Description -

Farmland Assessment
Act (Chapter 61-A)

1973 Mass. Dept. of
Revenue - Bureau of
Taxation

Permits local officials to assess farmland at a

value based on it3 current use and yield, rather
than the potential value of the land if it were
sold for commercial development.

Chapter 654 1974 Mass. Dept. of Food
and Agriculture -

Division of Land Use

Empowers the Division of Land Ose to issue use

permits for farming and gardening on public lands

(Massachusetts Community Gardening Program)

.

A Policy for Food

and Agriculture in

Massachusetts

1976 Executive Office of
Communities and

Development - Mass.
Dept. of Food and
Agriculture

Proposes to preserve agricultural land, to increas

production and processing of local products, to

promote local purchase of Massachusetts grown
produce, and to improve importing and marketing
strategies.

Agricultural Preser-
vation Restriction
Act (Chapter 780)

1977 Executive Office of
Communities and
Development - Mass.
Dept. of Food and
Agriculture

Establishes the Agricultural Preservation
Restriction program in Massachusetts as a

mechanism for keeping farmland in production.

Executive Order #193,

Preservation of
State-Owned
Agricultural Land

1981 Executive Office of

the Governor

Directs state agencies to encourage the protection

of state-owned agricultural land from conversion t

non-agricultural uses when feasible alternatives
are available.

"A Social Compact"
Between Gov. King and
the Mass. Agricul-
tural Community

1982 Executive Office of
the Governor

Pledges administrative support to a variety of

agricultural programs and goals, including keeping
farmland in production, and implementing the
Agricultural Preservation Restriction Program.

Executive Order:
State Purchase of
Mass. Agricultural
Products.

1982 Executive Office of
the Governor

Directs public institutions in Massachusetts to

purchase commodities from in-state growers wheneve
possible.

Comment on EOEA #4521 11/1/82 Executive Office of
Communities and
Development Secretary
Byron Matthews

Encourages thorough analysis of possible retention
of agricultural activity on the Plantation-Belmont
Parcel.

Comment on EOEA #4521 10/19/82 Dept. of Food and

Agriculture,
Commissioner
Frederick Winthrop

Recommends development of Plantation-Belmont Parcel
consistent with Executive Order #193. Proposes
preservation of back 40 acres for agriculture, one '

third of sale proceeds to Agricultural Preservation
Restriction Program, and transfer of all removed
topsoil to the agricultural preservation area.
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acres of the parcel for agriculture, and transferral of

one third of the parcel's sale proceeds to the

Department's Agricultural Preservation Restriction
(APR) Program.

PLANTAT10N-BELMONT
PARCEL SOILS

The soils which comprise the Plantation-Belmont Parcel
were mapped most recently by personnel of the U.S.

Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service
(SCS) during 1978 and 1979. This mapping was

re-checked during a site-walk of the parcel by SCS and

Massachusetts Department of Food and Agriculture
personnel in November of 1982. Soil descriptions are
based on the SCS Technical Guide, #AS-411.

In many cases, soils can be described as either "Prime
Farmland", or "Farmland of Statewide or Local
Importance". Prime Farmland is an SCS designation.
According to SCS, Prime Farmland is land that has the

best combination of physical and chemical
characteristics for producing food, feed, forage,

fiber, and oilseed crops, and is also available for

these uses (the land could be cropland, pastureland,
forest land, or other open land, but not urban built-up
or water). It has the soil quality, growing season,

and moisture supply needed to economically produce
sustained high yields of crops when treated and managed
(including water management) according to acceptable
farming methods. In general, Prime Farmlands have an

adequate and dependable water supply from precipitation
or irrigation, a favorable temperature and growing
season, acceptable acidity or alkalinity, acceptable
salt and sodium content and few or no rocks. They are
permeable to water and air. Prime farmlands are not

excessively erodible or saturated with water for a long

period of time, and they either do not flood frequently

or are protected from flooding.

Farmland of Statewide or Local Importance is a

designation of the Massachusetts Department of Food and

Agriculture. It is defined as farmland that fails to

meet the requirments of prime farmland, but is of
statewide importance for the production of food, feed,

fiber, or forage crops. Farmlands of Statewide or

Local Importance include those that are nearly prime
farmland and that economically produce high yields of

crops when treated and managed according to acceptable
farming methods. Some may produce as high a yield as

Prime Farmlands if conditions are favorable.
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The following series of soil descriptions is keyed to

the accompanying soils map, Figure VI-4. Prime and

locally important farmlands are so identified.
Estimated* on-site acreage of each soil type is also

listed.

Woodbridge Series - 81A: 0-3% slope, Prime Farmland
(7.4 ac.)

81B: 3-8% slope, Prime Farmland
(18.3 ac.)

These are moderately well drained soils that have
developed in compact, stony glacial till. They have a

fine sandy loam surface soil and subsoil that has
moderate or moderately rapid permeability. The subsoil
is underlain, at about 18 inches, by a slowly permeable
hardpan. Wetness during the spring and fall is caused
by seepage water from adjacent land or by a high water
table. During these wet seasons, or other prolonged
rainy periods, the water table is usually within 1 and

1/2 to 2 feet of the surface. The Woodbridge soils
have a very stony or extremely stony surface and are
stony below the surface soil. In some places the

stones have been removed from the surface. They occur
on level to moderately steep slopes.

Paxton Series - 122B: 3-8% slope, Prime Farmland
(40.0 ac.)

123C: (stony) 8-15% slope,
Farmland of Statewide or

Local Importance (2.4 ac.)

122D: 15-25% slope (15.0 ac.)

These are well drained soils developed in stony,

compact glacial till derived largely from schist and
gneiss. The surface soil, subsoil, and substratum are
generally a fine sandy loam. The permeability of the
surface soil and subsoil is moderately rapid or rapid,
but the Paxton soils have a slowly permeable hardpan at
a depth of about 2 feet. These soils normally have a

very stony or extremely stony surface and contain
stones below the surface. In places the surface stones
have been removed. They occur on nearly level to very
steep slopes.

* By overlaying a grid onto the soils map of the

parcel, an approximation of the area of each soil
type was derived.
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Made Land - 52 (0.4 ac.)

This land type consists of areas filled with earth or

other kinds of material, or is so altered that the

soils cannot be identified. Areas filled with trash
can be very unstable for long periods of time, as there
may be considerable settling of the material as the

trash decomposes. Areas filled with earth become
stabilized after relatively short periods of settling.
On-site investigations are required on these areas

before decisions can be made regarding land utilization.

Ridgebury Series - 29A: 0-3% slope (8.5 ac .

)

These are poorly drained soils formed in compact, stony
glacial till. They have a fine sandy loam surface
soil. The texture of the subsoil is fine sandy loam or

sandy loam. Ridgebury soils have a hardpan at a depth
of 12 to 18 inches. Permeability of the soil material
above the hardpan is slow. These soils are saturated
with water for 7 to 9 months of the year, by surface
runoff and seepage water from adjacent higher land or

by a fluctuating water table at or close to the

surface. The Ridgebury soils have a very stony or

extremely stony surface and contain stones below the

surface. A few areas have been cleared of surface

stones. They occur on level to moderate slopes.

Whitman Series - 34A: 0-3% slope (8.2 ac.)

These are very poorly drained soils that have formed in

stony glacial till. The Whitman soils have a black

loamy surface soil that is high in organic matter. The

surface soils may be a foot thick where they have
received deposition from adjacent higher areas. They

commonly have a grayish fine loam subsoil. A slowly

permeable hard layer is generally present at a depth of

14 to 24 inches. They contain stones and boulders on

and below the surface. In a few places they have been

cleared of surface stone. Whitman soils occur in

low-lying areas and drainageways where they receive

surface runoff and seepage water from higher areas.

They are saturated with water most of the year.

Hollis Series - 9 BC: 3-15% slope (3.8 ac.)

9E: 25-45% slope (1.0 ac.)

These are somewhat excessively drained, shallow to

bedrock soils that have formed within deposits of

glacial till derived from schistose and granitic
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Figure VI-4
Soils Map

Prime Farmland (65.7 acres)

Farmland of Statewide or
j Local Importance (2.4 acres)

Other

Numbers Designate Soil Type-See Text

Slope

A Level or Nearly Level (0-3%)

3 Gently Sloping (3-8%)

C Moderately Sloping (8-15%)

D Strongly Sloping (15-25%)

Source: United States Department of
Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service

Prepared for: Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, Department of Food and
Agriculture, Boston, Massachusetts
December, 1982

200 4<M

Scale in Feet

30



material. They have a fine sandy loam surface soil and

subsoil. The depth to bedrock is generally within 2

feet of the surface, but is deeper in places. Bedrock

outcrops vary from less than 10 feet to more than 100

feet apart. In many places the soils also have a very

stony or extremely stony surface. The Hollis soils

occur on gentle to very steep slopes.

Lead in Soils

Due to a request by the Executive Office of

Environmental Affairs, a series of soil samples were

taken at the Plantation-Belmont Parcel in November of

1982 by personnel of the Massachusetts Food and

Agriculture Department. The analysis of these samples

contains information concerning the soils content in

terms of a variety of nutrients and metals. Because of

its potential impact on crop desirability, lead levels

in Plantation-Belmont Parcel soils were examined. The

following table (Figure VI-5) presents the results of

the sampling, as analyzed and evaluated at the Soil and

Plant Laboratory at the Suburban Experiment Station of

the University of Massachusetts in Waltham.

As can be seen, the samples show lead levels indicating

a relatively low level of concern for the agricultural

community, except for one sample taken in the small

area of fill in the southeast corner of the site.

According to Dr. Thomas Spittler, Director of the U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency Regional Laboratory in

Lexington, Massachusetts, these findings represent

levels which can be expected within agricultural land

in urbanized areas of the Commonwealth. Dr. Spittler

stated that the area of influence of lead from

automobile exhaust is generally 20-30 feet from the

roadway. As can be seen in these results, lead levels

in this immediate roadway area are considerably higher

than in areas further from either Plantation or Belmont

Streets.
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FIGURE VI-

5

LEAD CONTENT IN PLANTATION-BELMONT PARCEL SOILS

Sample

A. Approx. 600 ft. from
northern boundary of
site. Approx. 60 ft.

in from Plantation St.

Total Lead (ppm)

20

Level of Concern
for Agricultural Use*

low

B. Across from Mohican Rd .

,

approx. 35 ft. from
Plantation St.

74 low

C. North of farmhouse,
approx. 160 feet in

from Plantation St.

20 low

D. 4 ft. from Belmont St .

,

just west of intersection
with Plantation St.

540 medium

E. Approx. 250 ft. west of
intersection of Plantation
St . and Belmont St .

,

10 ft. in from Belmont St.

172 low

F. Approx. 100 ft. west of
Main Hospital Driveway,
7 ft. in from Belmont St.

193 low

* Because no definitive standards exist regarding potential health impacts of lead
in soils used for crops, these ratings are based on best available information,
and entail judgements regarding relative levels of concern.

Source : Soil and Plant Laboratory, University of Massachusetts
Suburban Experiment Station, Waltham, Mass.
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FACTORS PERTINENT TO THE
AGRICULTURAL VALUE OF THE
PLANTATION-BELMONT PARCEL

This section lists factors most pertinent to the value
of the Plantation-Belmont Parcel for agricultural use,

and provides a brief statement concerning each factor.
There is no definitive means of assigning a specific
value to a piece of property in terms of its worth for

agricultural use. A myriad of economic, political,
environmental, legal and logistical factors come into

play, and therefore trade-offs must be considered by
decisionmakers as they pertain to each particular tract
of land. It is the intention of these statements to

address the Plantation-Belmont site only in terms of

its value as agricultural land, and not to compare its

agricultural value with its value as a potentially
developed parcel.

Natural Features

o Slope — Generally 0-8%, appropriate for

agriculture.

o Drainage — Varies throughout site. Southern
two-thirds are well to moderately drained and

suitable for cultivation. Drainage problem in

northern third.

o Soils — Most are Prime Farmland (approx. 55.7

acres) or Farmland of State or Local Importance

(approx. 2.4 acres).

o Vegetative Cover — Primarily open, with grass hay

cover

.

o Ledge/Stoniness — Most of the site is free of

stone, favorable for agriculture. Some ledge in

extreme northern portion.

o Orientation — Slight inclination toward south

provides good exposure to sunlight and extends

growing season.

Access

o Access to Site - Access for farm vehicles difficult
on busy streets (i.e., Plantation and Belmont

Streets), a potential obstacle for agricultural use,

o Proximity to Suppliers - Supplies available in

nearby towns within Worcester County, but not in

immediate area.
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Proximity to Markets - Produce could likely be sold

locally, within Worcester County.

Size and Ownership

o Size — 105 acres, probably sufficient acreage for

economical cultivation. Economic feasibility of
cultivating smaller areas of the site remains to be
determined. Many small farms do operate in

Worcester County.

o Ownership - Public ownership provides opportunity
for preservation as farmland.

o Demand for Agricultural Use — Availability of

potential purchaser or lessee for agricultural use
is unknown. Short-term leases over the last
several years have not encouraged serious long-term
farming of site.

o Taxation - Use for agriculture will likely result
in Chapter 61A assessment. Land not currently
taxed.

Land Use Issues

o Infrastructure — Drainage improvements in northern
section would help to eliminate periodic wetness
and inundation, increasing suitability for

agriculture.

o On-Site Investment — Except for greenhouse, no
farm structures (e.g., barns, silos, etc.) exist
on-site

.

o Impact on Use of Other Farmland — Site is already
surrounded by urban uses. Little effect on other
agricultural uses in Worcester.

o Neighborhood Impact — History of complaints from
nearby residents regarding smell, noise, dust, etc.

associated with agricultural activities, a

potential obstacle for use as cropland.

o On-Site Pollution — Some degree of potential for

degradation of crops due to local air quality and
fugitive de-icing chemicals from Route 9 and
Plantation Road. Higher lead levels near Belmont
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and Plantation Streets may indicate benefit of

siting agricultural usage away from or buffered

from these roadways.

Off-Site Pollution — Runoff may include chemicals

degrading to Lake Quins igamond water quality.

Airborne pesticides or fertilizers may reach nearby

Hospital or residential areas.

ALTERNATIVES FOR DEVELOP- In terms of accommodating private development and/or

MENT AND AGRICULTURAL agricultural uses on the Plantation-Belmont Parcel,

USE OF SITE alternative scenarios fall into one of three general

categories. Either the site can be fully utilized for

private development, the site can be fully preserved

for agriculture, or some combination of development and

agriculture can be accommodated on-site. Within each

of these categories, various strategies are available

to mitigate resulting impacts in terms of farmland

preservation or in terms of providing continued

opportunity for private development. The options for

utilization of the Plantation-Belmont Parcel are

outlined below.

1. Full Site Development

This alternative would entail utilization of the

entire site for new facilities as may be proposed

by a private developer to be selected by the

Massachusetts Department of Capital Planning and

Operations. Topsoil in areas affected by

development would be stripped and transferred to

other areas used for agriculture. The range of

potential site uses presently under review includes

research and development, commercial, hotel, and

residential facilities. The chief benefit of this

alternative is that it provides the greatest

development opportunity. Its chief drawback is

potential conflict with state policy concerning

preservation of agricultural land. Potential

strategies for mitigating the resultant loss of

farmland include:

A. Transfer of some portion of the sale/lease

proceeds of the site to the Massachusetts

Agricultural Preservation Restriction Program

(Chpt. 780) which is administered by the

Massachusetts Department of Food and

Agriculture.
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B. The preservation of some other specific tract
of comparable area farmland (probably through
the Agricultural Preservation Restriction
Program) , or the activation/reactivation of
productive agricultural use on open land or
land lying fallow in the area (no such tract of
land of comparable size is currently known to

be available within the City of Worcester)

.

2. Full Agricultural Preservation

This alternative would entail either a temporary or

permanent designation of the site for agricultural
use. The site could be leased to individual
farmers or could be used for public community
gardens. This alternative's chief benefit is full
consistency with state policy regarding
preservation of farmland. Its chief drawback is

the potential elimination of development
opportunities which would provide economic and job

benefits to the City and complement the Medical
Center growth to the east. The principal strategy
for mitigating the resultant impact on opportunity
for private development in the area entails:

A. The selection of an alternative, comparable
site in the area to utilize for private
development similar to that which may be
proposed for the Plantation-Belmont Parcel.
(No such sites are currently known to exist in

the City of Worcester; therefore, a replacement
site would have to be located elsewhere in the

City or state)

.

3. Accomodation of Development and Agriculture On-Site

This alternative would entail one of a variety of
strategies for combining these two types of
land-use on the site. Each strategy provides a

slightly different balance of development and

agricultural opportunities for the parcel, and in

several cases certain of these strategies can be
implemented jointly. In each case, topsoil in

areas affected by development would be stripped and
transferred to areas designated for agricultural
use. Strategies are as follows:
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A. Permanent preservation of one portion of the

site determined to be optimal for agricultural

use (in terms of soil, slope, accessibility,
and other related factors) . The location and

size of such tract within the total parcel

would be determined at a future date. It would

likely be removed— to the greatest degree
possible— from primary roads and driveways

which provide access valuable in developing

portions of the site. The primary benefits are

preservation of a portion of prime soils

on-site, while still maintaining feasibility of

development.

B. Integration of limited agricultural activity

within a development site plan. Cultivated

land would replace certain open, landscaped

elements commonly included in more conventional

development schemes. Several smaller areas, as

opposed to one major area, would likely be

preserved.

C. Preservation of the northern portion of the

site for farming and gardening under an

agricultural preservation restriction. This

option—which may include drainage improvements

to increase agricultural suitability— leaves

the portion of the site which is optimal in

terms of development available for such use,

allowing for greater economic return on

lease/sale of the site.

D. Transfer of some portion of proceeds to APR

Program as described in l.A. (above) and/or

preservation of some other tract of farmland as

described in l.B. (above), options which could

be combined with various combinations of

actions within Alternative #3.

Other alternatives or combinations of alternatives mav

be feasible, however, the options described in these

groupings represent a synthesis of comments on the

Environmental Notification Form (EOEA *4521) for this

project)

.
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VIL Implications for Development/

Mitigation Measures

One purpose of this Site Capability Report was to

provide information to prospective developers of the
Plantation-Belmont Parcel and to those at the state
level who will review development proposals. Potential
effects on transportation, air quality, infrastructure,
historic/archaeological resources, trees and

vegetation, and agricultural lands could then be

considered by all parties in an effort to achieve the

best possible plan for use of the parcel. Therefore,
this chapter serves as a brief summary of environmental
findings as they would affect site development.

TRANSPORTATION The Plantation-Belmont Parcel is located on an area of

limited additional traffic handling capacity. Some

improvements to Plantation Street and Belmont Street
would be required to handle future traffic in this area

whether the site is developed or not. Any of the
#
new

development proposals for this parcel will make these

improvements even more important. Transportation
improvements in the immediate area would include at

least:

o Widening of Plantation Street as it approaches

Belmont.

o Reconstruction of the intersection of Belmont and

Plantation Streets to provide additional turning

lanes.

o An added travel lane in the westbound direction on

Belmont Street along the site.

o Maintenance of three access points to the Parcel

—

one off Belmont Street and two off Plantation

Street—with some added signal ization.

o Improvements at Shrewsbury and Belmont Streets to

improve angles and site lines which would reduce

safety hazards.

o Realignment of Plantation Street to the north for

safety reasons.

Improvements such as these would provide a low-capital

traffic management solution providing sufficient
capacity to serve up to 400,000 - 900,000 square feet

of new research and development uses, depending on the
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level of acceptable traffic service. Traffic estimated
for 1,200,000 square feet of research and development
would require implementation of effective measures to

reduce trips on the peak hour (car-pooling,
van-pooling, staggered work hours) and would eventually
require more extensive solutions such as widening of
Route 9-Belmont Street over the Lake Quinsigamond
bridge to the east. In either case, traffic congestion
further removed from the site will remain a problem and
probably result in alternate routes being taken. This
is especially true on Belmont Street in the vicinity of
Memorial Hospital and Route 1-2 90.

AIR QUALITY Data on air quality provided here includes computer
modeling prepared by the Department of Environmental
Quality Engineering (DEQE) for Carbon Monoxide (CO)

concentrations. No violations of CO standards have
been shown for 1982 or 1987 (no-build) using this

modeling technique. Traffic management actions to

reduce congestion would probably be helpful in avoiding
air quality problems with intensive site development in

the future.

INFRASTRUCTURE Implications for development in relation to
infrastructure were reviewed in six categories as
summarized below:

Water Supply — Existing infrastructure appears
adequate to serve potable water supply to the full

range of development options on the Parcel.

Sanitary Sewerage — Major sewer lines leading from the

site and the ultimate treatment facility have
sufficient capacity to serve the full range of site
development. The Worcester Department of Public Works
would request a takeover of 12" lines on the parcel
before sale/lease of the property.

Storm Drainage — Development would result in some
degree of additional runoff into the municipal storm
drain system. Care should be taken to direct this
runoff into the Belmont Street drain or Medical Center
drain. Mitigation measures designed to avoid excessive
runoff during construction or operation are outlined in

the infrastructure chapter.
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Electric Service — With development of this parcel,

Massachusetts Electric would increase existing 4160

volt service to 13,800 volt service.

Natural Gas — Commonwealth Gas would propose to

upgrade from low pressure to intermediate pressure with

any major development of the parcel. A reasonable

period of lead time is requested.

HISTORICAL/ARCHAEOLOGICAL ~ His tor ical/Archeological — Although recent

archaeological research has demonstrated that the

Worcester area was probably occupied throughout all

periods of the prehistoric past, no prehistoric sites

are recorded within the Plantation-Belmont Parcel. In

general, the project appears to have only moderate

potential for such cultural resources since there are

no good sources of water within the site and the parcel

was not a "lakeside" location even in early
post-glacial times. Three areas for further analysis

before development of the site would be 1) land

immediately surrounding the wet soils in the northern

portion of the parcel: 2) the area around the brick

farmhouse; and 3) the area around the wood cottage.

Of the 19th century structures still standing, the

brick farmhouse merits consideration for rehabilitation

and reuse. Other cultural properties of the site

include the tree-lined avenues and stone walls and

gates which line much of the property boundaries.

Because of the architectural and historical

significance of the Worcester State Hospital, planned

development of the Plantation-Belmont Parcel should

respect the character of the area in terms of siting,

scale and massing. Within the overall development, and

within individual development parcels, the scale and

massing of buildings, and the siting or clustering of

development should be controlled so as to maintain

general consistency with the visual character of the

area.

In consideration of the State Hospital's commanding

views to and from the Plantation-Belmont Parcel, which

lies to the south, heights of proposed buildings should

be restricted to maintain clear and unobstructed views

and vistas from the State Hospital site.
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TREES /VEGETATION Beautiful stands of mature trees contribute to the

character of the site and should be maintained. Of

special interest are large caliper trees which line the

roadways throughout the site and create attractive
visual screens and allees.

AGRICULTURAL LANDS A major portion of the Plantation-Belmont Parcel has
been used for agricultural purposes ever since the

establishment of the Worcester State Hospital in the
1870 's. For many years, it was farmed by hospital
residents for their use and in later years has been
leased to local farmers.

Soils analyses indicate high quality agricultural soils
on approximately 68.1 acres of the 105-acre site, where
drainage, slope, and other natural features make the
area well suited to agriculture.

Access issues, in relation to transport of farm
machinery and supplies, provide some constraints to

intensive agricultural use of the site. Size and
current ownership of the parcel suggest some
possibilities for retention of some agricultural use.

The statistics on Worcester County suggest the
continued use of many very small farms with acreage
considerably less than is available here.

Surrounding land uses do present some constraints to
intensive agricultural use in terms of continued lead
pollution from major surrounding arteries, potential
pollution in runoff from treated agricultural lands or

in-house pesticides and fertilizers, and a history of
complaints from nearby urban neighborhoods.

A decision by the Division of Capital Planning and
Operations as to the continued use of portions of the

site for agricultural use will have to consider all

these factors in light of a number of state policies
which are discussed in detail in the previous chapter.
In general, these policies have been set forth to

protect agricultural lands, to recognize the need to
acquire development rights in areas seriously
threatened by urban development, and to encourage
protection of such lands on state owned property where
there are feasible alternatives.
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Abstract

A Phase I, Step 1 Reconnaissance Survey of the Plantation-

Belmont parcel in Worcester, Massachusetts was conducted in

February, 1983 by the Office of Public Archaeology at Boston

University. The project area, a 105 acre tract of land west

of Lake Quinsigamond, was formerly part of the grounds of the

Worcester State Lunatic Hospital, now the Worcester State

Hospital. The hospital complex, including the Plantation-

Belmont Parcel, is currently listed on the National Register

of Historic Places. Standing structures on the property

include a mid-19th century wood cottage, later reused by the

State Hospital, and a large brick structure that was built

to accommodate workers at the hospital.

Historical research documented the agricultural use of

the parcel during the 18th and 19th centuries, and identified

a number of historical farmhouses as formerly standing along

Belmont and Plantation Streets. Although no prehistoric sites

are recorded within the project area, three potentially

sensitive areas were identified on the basis of locational

criteria. A Phase I, Step 2 Intensive Survey is recommended

to test for the presence of archaeological remains in these

areas.
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INTRODUCTION

A Phase I, Step 1 (Reconnaissance) Survey of the Planta-

tion-Belmont Parcel in Worcester, Massachusetts was conducted

in February, 1983 by the Office of Public Archaeology at Boston

University. Located on 105 acres of rolling terrain in

Worcester, Massachusetts (Figs. 1, 2), the Plantation-Belmont

Parcel, formerly part of the Worcester State Hospital, is now

being considered for sale or lease by the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts' Division of Capital Planning and Operations.

The parcel comprises a portion of the former Worcester State

Asylum, now the Worcester State Hospital, a property listed on

the National Register of Historic Places and the State Register

Project Area

The Plantation-Belmont Parcel is located on essentially

undeveloped, open and rolling terrain overlooking Lake Quin-

sigamond in Worcester, Massachusetts. The parcel is bounded

on the north by a wooded lot owned by the Sisters of Notre

Dame; on the south by Belmont Street (Route 9) ; on the east by

Plantation Street; and on the west by the grounds of the State

Hospital (Fig. 3) . Elevations on the parcel vary between 510—

580 feet (Fig. 4)

.

The Worcester State Hospital stands about 255 feet above

Lake Quinsigamond, and is situated on the southeastern slope

of Millstone Hill. The underlying rock in this area is com-

posed of a "white to light gray, medium-grained, largely un-

foliated, blue quartz -bearing granite, to quartz monzonite"

(Hepburn 1976:367). The site is primarily underlain by

Worcester Phylite, Oakdale Quartzite and Millstone Hill

Granite ( Ibid: 370).

The present topography of the project area is largely the

result of glacial scouring and water erosion. This glacial

action and weathering has slowly produced the overlying soils,
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derived from till or bedrock. Five major soil series are

represented on the project grounds: Woodbridge , Paxton,

Whitman, Ridgebury, and Hollis (Fig. 5) . These soils are all

composed of fine sandy loam with bedrock or hard pan at about

two feet below the surface. The soil surface ranges generally

from stony to extremely stony and drainage ranges from well

drained to excessively well drained except for the Whitman and

Ridgebury series, which are characterized by very poorly

drained, black loamy soils with a high organic matter content.

Whitman soils are saturated with water most of the year, while

Ridgebury soils have a seasonal high water table (Soil Survey

1982:32-43)

.

Except for the poorly drained Whitman and Ridgebury soils,

and the steeply sloping Paxton soils, the majority of the

Plantation-Belmont Parcel is classified as prime farmland

(Fig. 5) . Historical research has documented the use of the

parcel for agriculture throughout the historical and modern

periods.

The steepest slopes within the project area are found at

the northern end of the parcel (15-25%). Towards the south the

slopes become more gentle (3-8%) , with isolated portions of

nearly level ground (0-3%) (Fig. 5) . .

At the present time there are no water sources on the

property. Drainage from the project area generally occurs in

an easterly direction toward Lake Quinsigamond. In the northern

portion of the parcel is an area of poorly drained soils.

Documentary evidence suggests that during the historical period

drainage from this area may have flowed through a stream or

streams eastward to Lake Quinsigamond. Although good water

sources appear to be absent from the project area, nearby water

sources include Coal Mine Brook, Bladder Pond, and other small

streams and brooks.

During late Wisconsin times this area was probably a

glacial sluice extending from the area of the present Wachussett

Reservoir (McGinn 1982:6). Quaternary geology and meltwater

deposits from this time indicate that Lake Quinsigamond once
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stood within the larger glacial Lake Nashua, with its western

edge closer to the project area during this period (Stone 1976:

175). The lake margin shifted several times until reaching its

present position as Lake Quinsigamond.

The modern landscape of the parcel is characterized by

flat rolling open hills which are interrupted by wooded slopes.

The open lands were at one time used for local agricultural

fields and small farms. Vegetation on the wooded slopes is a

mixture of hardwoods with isolated stands of pitch pine.

Nearly all access routes to the site are lined with evenly

spaced trees. Most notable is the road leading to the hospital

which passes 365 Plantation Street. This street is lined with

large, old beech trees. Within the project area, much of the

19th-century landscape remains unaltered. Noteworthy are the

stone gates at Belmont Street, the stone wall along Belmont

Street and parts of Plantation Street, and the stone wall along

the foot of the slopes in the northern half of the parcel. This

latter wall, which follows the site perimeter, was built of dry-

laid granite. The walls on Belmont Street are capped by large,

quarried granite blocks. It is likely that these were derived

from the nearby Millstone Hill Quarry, located a short distance

to the northwest.

Several standing structures are included within the project

area. These are: 1) a wood cottage and three-car garage at

297 Belmont Street, and 2) a large brick farmhouse at 365

Plantation Street, along with a greenhouse in the rear of that

property. These structures will be discussed in a later section

of this report.

Archaeological Survey Design

The purpose of the Phase I, Step 1 archaeological survey

was to identify archaeologically sensitive areas within the

overall project zone that may be threatened by eventual develop-

ment of the Plantation-Belmont Parcel. The archaeological in-

vestigation consisted of background research and a walkover

reconnaissance of the property. No subsurface testing was
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undertaken at this stage of the project.

The background research included a study of the prehistory

and history of the parcel within a regional context. The

geology, topography, ecology, pedology/ hydblogy, and past and

present land use of the project area were studied. Recorded

prehistoric and historic sites near the parcel were identified

through a variety of archival sources, including the Massachusetts!

Historical Commission, The Massachusetts State Archives, the

Worcester Public Library, and the Boston Public Library.

A walkover reconnaissance of the project area was conducted

as part of the Phase I, Step 1 survey, but was impeded by the

presence of snow cover over most of the parcel. Surface in-

spection is necessary to visually assess the nature of the

project area, to identify archaeological sites, especially in

areas that have been plowed or otherwise exposed, and to assess

the suitability of various portions of the parcel for sub-

surface testing on the basis of observed field conditions.

Following the background research and the limited walkover

reconnaissance, several areas of potential archaeological sensi-

tivity were identified within the project area universe. In the

absence of known and recorded archaeological sites, gross

locational criteria were used to posit potential site locations

(e.g., water sources, slope, drainage, etc.). These areas were

recommended for additional study by means of subsurface testing

(Phase I, Step 2 Intensive Survey) . The archaeologically sensi-

tive areas identified in the present report may be modified or

more fully defined following intensive surface reconnaissance

of the project area.

BACKGROUND RESEARCH

Prehistoric Period

By about 12,500 years ago, New England, then recently

deglaciated, was open to the earliest occupations by prehistoric
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people. These Paleo-Indians found rugged, rocky and scoured

terrain with pockets of spruce and fir throughout the lands-

cape. Arctic climate and conditions prevailed at this time.

Paleo-Indian hunters exploited large mammals, then available

in the region, such as mastodon, moose, carabou, and elk. In

1884 remains of mastodons were recovered in Worcester County

in Northborough (Crane 1924:2). By about 9,500 BP these

species were probably no longer available (Borns 1972:73).

The few we11-documented sites in New England give evidence

that Paleo-Indian hunters and gatherers may have organized to

exploit the seasonal migrations of these large animals. Faunal

and floral remains also suggest that these populations may have

had a more diverse resource base than once thought, using a

wide variety of resources besides big game.

To date only two recorded Paleo-Indian sites have been

found in Worcester County. Both of these sites, WR 110 in

Hopedale and M 22/3 in Lancaster, are represented by isolated

fluted points recovered out of context.

After about 9,500 BP the climate gradually warmed, corre-

lating with the European Boreal period. At this time the once

dominant coniferous stands were slowly replaced by pine, birch,

and oak (Snow 1980:114-117). By 7,500 BP the climate became

even warmer and moister than that of today. The forests diver-

sified, now including hickory, beech, and butternut. The in-

crease in such trees provided the food source needed to also

diversify faunal populations including deer and turkey, an

important part of the prehistoric diet.

By about 8/000 years ago, when New England colonists

began to settle the region, the forests looked similar to those

of today (Dincauze and Meyer 1968). It has been proposed that

this diversity in faunal and floral populations made the region

an attractive location for prehistoric settlement. This in-

creased resource base made it possible for Archaic populations

to exploit seasonally available resources such as fish, water-

fowl and nuts and berries. Early and Middle Archaic sites

occur primarily along rivers and at major waterfalls, thus

supporting this idea of a seasonal economic base (Ritchie and
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Funk 1973:41). David Anthony, in his assessment of Worcester

County's archaeological resources, makes special note of the

numerous waterfalls in the area as being an attractive re-

source (Anthony 1978:35).

Documentation of Early and Middle Archaic sites comes

from the Connecticut Valley and the upper Taunton River

(Taylor 1976). Background research indicates that the only

Early Archaic site in Worcester County is located in the Town of

Hopedale.

Late Archaic sites in Worcester County, as elsewhere,

are much more numerous. A total of forty-eight Late Archaic

sites are recorded for this area (Cortell 1979:4). During

this time, Worcester County may have been a center for steatite

(soapstone) mining. This is suggested by specialized quarry

sites in and around the Milbury area (Bullen 1940; Fowler 1964).

Historic documents also note the availability of soapstone as a

resource (Lincoln 1837:355; Crane 1924:4).

In the City of Worcester there are four sites which con-

tain mixed Late Archaic and Woodland components (MHC WR 189,

190, 191, 193). These sites are all located in the Indian Lake

area of Worcester, either on the shore of the lake or on Sears

Island.

There are forty-one sites that probably contain Woodland

components in Worcester County (Anthony 1978:40). During this

period, approximately 2600 BP to 350 BP, prehistoric populations

became more sedentary and population density increased. The

introduction of ceramics and the domestication of plants were

major features of this new way of life. Also at this time

competition for resources grew, possibly due to exclusive tribal

ownership of certain valuable resources. The appearance of

fortifications by about 900 BP may be interpreted as a result

of these new pressures. Woodland site locations, in the major

river valleys, suggest similar settlement patterns to those of

the Archaic period.

Site records at the Massachusetts Historical Commission,

for the City of Worcester, identify two Woodland sites, WR 192
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at the base of Stratton Hill west of Brooks Street and WR 188,

located near Tatnuck Brook on the shores of Cook Pond. The

latter may be associated with a historically known village site.

Other sites in Worcester which have not been assigned a

cultural or temporal affiliation include WR. 186 in Lake Park,

near the boat house on the west shore of the lake, and WR 187

in Elm Park, near a possibly man-made pond.

An examination of the records at the Massachusetts

Historical Commission indicates that a total of eight pre-

historic sites are known within the City of Worcester. Four

of these have been assigned to the Late Archaic/Woodland

Period, two are Woodland, and two have not been determined.

There are at present, no known prehistoric cultural remains

situated within the project boundaries.

The records of MHC, historic documents, and research by

New England archaeologists indicate that prehistoric populations

inhabited the Worcester area since about 12,000 years ago. Data

compiled on climate, vegetation, and fauna, both past and present,

indicate that Worcester would have provided a rich and diverse

resource base for prehistoric inhabitants. It is therefore

possible that prehistoric cultural remains do exist within the

project area. A later section of this report will discuss the

methods employed to determine the potential sensitivity and

likelihood for such evidence remaining within the project

boundar ies

.

Contact Period

When white settlers first arrived at Quinsigamond, the

area was inhabited by the Nipmuck Indians (Lincoln 1837:16).

These people, under the leadership of Sagamore John, alias

Horrawannonit, or Quinquonassett, had their major settlement

at Pakachoag Hill. The village described by Gookin in 1674

contained about twenty families or about one hundred individuals.

Many of these individuals were Christian converts or "praying

Indians." Smaller hamlets were located in the western hills or

Tatnuck area. This group of native Americans was led by
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Sagamore Solomon, alias Woonaskochu, and had its center at

Tatnuck Hill. On July 13, 1674 these two sagamores, John and

Solomon, signed the first Indian deed to Daniel Gookin, Daniel

Henchman, Captain Thomas Prentice and Lieutenant Richard Beers

(Lincoln 1837:Appendix IV).

A third major settlement of the Nipmucks was on or sur-

rounding Wigwam Hill. This area is on the western shore of

Lake Quinsigamond or "Qunnosuog-Amaug, the pickerel (or long

nose) fishing place" (Kinnicut 1908:43). This group was led

by Pannasunet. In 1677 the heirs of Pannasunet signed a second

Indian deed for the tract of land at Quinsiaamond Ponds, to

Gookin, Prentice, and Henchman (Lincoln 1837 rAppendix VIII).

An examination of the site records at the Massachusetts

Historic Commission yielded no record of known Contact Period

sites. Contact Period components may however, be associated

with several known "Woodland" period sites in the vicinity.

Records indicate two known sites which might be associated with

the village settlements documented historically. These are

the Wigwam Hill Site (19-WR-260) , recorded by J. Wilson in

1910, and the Tatnuck Hill Site (19-WR-188). Apparently the

only cultural remains recovered from the latter were eight

plummets.

Historical Period

Seven or more men from older nearby towns such as Woburn,

Concord, Sudbury, and Boston, settled in Worcester, then known

as Quinsigamond, as early as 1674. The first documented

settler was Ephraim Curtis (Nutt 1919:1). The earliest settle-

ment was situated by the colonists at the northern end of Lake

Quinsigamond on the western shore. Following the existing

Indian paths, Lincoln Street, then known as the old Connecticut

Road or Old Country Road, was the major route between Boston

and Connecticut (Wheeler 1904:7). The earliest settlement of

only six or seven dwellings was situated along this route.

The new town was burned down on December 2, 1675
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during King Philip's War. The Nipmucks in central New England,

including those previously mentioned, joined in the attack on

white settlements. Quinsigamond was abandoned and the war

ended in 1676.

After peace was reestablished, the early settlers obtained

a second Indian deed and once again attempted to establish a

settlement. The remaining Indians in the area were primarily

old men, women and children when the Planters decided to

return and rebuild by 1680. By 1683 the plantation named

Worcester, "signifying war-castle", was once again abandoned

due to renewed hostilities with the Indians, culminating in

Queen Ann's War beginning in 1702 (Lincoln 1837:35).

It was not until 1713 that the third and final permanent

settlement of Worcester was established. With the return of

Jonas Rice on October 21, 1713, who was a planter during the

second settlement, the third settlement was started. Propri-

etors settled in much the same area as before with expansion

southeastward (Weiss 1974:23). Several garrisons, a block

house, saw mills and a corn mill were soon erected.

Opposite the old Indian settlement at Wigwam Hill was the

farm of James Taylor, who was one of the first settlers of

the wilderness in 1714 (Spears 1931:119). Also in 1714, a new

thoroughfare was opened called Plantation Street, which extended

from Country Road (Lincoln Street) near the head of Lake

Quinsigamond southwesterly (Wall 1890:9). "This route passed

by the new settlement just begun of James Taylor, Moses Leonard

and others" (Ibid.). The project area at this time was divided

into a number of farms (Fig. 6)

.

Besides the establishment of typical town mills and

buildings, Worcester had the added advantage of a coal and

lead mine. This mine, shown in Figure 7, is situated just out-

side of the project area. The mine was prized in Boston and

elsewhere for the value of its ore and black lead. Indians

also used the mine before white settlers arrived: "The black

lead was highly prized by the Indians nearby on Wigwam Hill,
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before the whiteman came; it was here the Indian got his black

paint..." (Wall 1890:14).

Proprietary records give evidence for the establishment

of 58 dwellings and a population of some 200 people in Worcester

by 1718. In 1721 Worcester was still a plantation and was

governed by the committee appointed by the General Court. On

June 14, 1722 the General Court vested the town with privileges

and powers to become incorporated (Nutt 1919:25). By 1731

Worcester had become a shire town or county seat (Weiss 1974:23).

Population density gradually increased over the years causing a

shift in settlement pattern. During the 18th century the major

town activities and dwellings centered around Lincoln Square

and left the first settlement areas to develop at their own

rate (Weiss 1974:32-3). In 1733 the proprietors set aside

land on Millstone Hill for use as a granite quarry for the

town (Hurd 1889:1427).

The economy in Worcester during this time was based largely

on subsistence agriculture and stockbreeding. As evidenced

early in the town's development, lumber and grain played a major

role in the economic well-being of Worcester. Water power, a

necessity for manufacture, was readily available in the county

and this fact coupled with the expansion of major turnpikes,

permitted the shift from an agricultural based economy to an

industrial one in the 19th century.

Inexpensive and convenient transportation of exportable

goods weighed greatly in determining manufacturing centers at

this time. By 1828 the Blackstone Canal, connecting Worcester

and Providence, was constructed. As transportation increased

and diversified, turnpikes, canals, and railroads all con-

tributed to the more accessible exploitation of the uplands.

Worcester at this time was becoming a major distribution center.

Although in 1845 agriculture and stockbreeding still remained

important, the major industries were wire, textiles and paper

(Crane 1924:606). Lumber, cotton and woolens were the mainstay

of the county at this time.
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The early twentieth century began to see the collapse of

Worcester's main industries due to competition from the south-

eastern textile mills as steam power became more important.

Today, Worcester has a population of over 175,000 and is largely

rural with an economy based on diverse light industry.

Historic documents examined for this period indicate the

presence of several dwellings along Belmont and Plantation

Streets (Figs. 8, 9). The farmhouses of Watson, Taft, and Bowen

are shown within the boundaries of the project area. These

farmhouses, along with the agricultural lands belonging to them

within the project area, were sold in 1869 to the Worcester State

Lunatic Hospital (Annual Report 1870:97). Together with other

properties to the west, these lands became part of the grounds

of that hospital.

Of the structures mentioned above , only the Watson house

(297 Belmont Street) is still standing. The House of Henry

Prentice, shown in Figure 8, remains standing, but lies outside

the project area. The house of Robert Taft (269 Belmont Street)

,

although it appears on the 1974 U.S. Geological Survey map, is

no longer standing. This dwelling was occupied by J. Bartlett

according to an 1854 map of Worcester, and is shown as owned by

"Balconi & Taft" on an 1870 map (Fig. 8)

.

On Plantation Street, the large brick structure still

standing within the project area is apparently the last of

several farmhouses located on this spot. On a map prepared in

1877, showing the oldest homes and earliest roads of the town,

the home of Moses Leonard, dating to 1720, is shown in this

location (Fig. 9). Another house is shown here in Beer's Atlas

of 1870 under the name of "S. Bowen" (Fig. 8). The present

structure on the site (365 Plantation Street) , marked "Farm

House" on the 1936 Sanborn map, is a brick structure built

before 1896, with an extension added between 18 96 and 1911 (Lee

& Pfeiffer 1978)

.
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Worcester State Hospital

The Worcester State Lunatic Hospital, now the Worcester

State Hospital, was originally established in 1830 on a site

on Summer Street in Worcester. At the time, it was only the

third such hospital in New England (Hurd 1889:1571). In 1869

new grounds were purchsed between Belmont and Plantation Streets,

and a new hospital was built in its present location.

The Worcester State Hospital and grounds have been placed

on the National Register of Historic Places on the basis of high

architectural quality, site preservation, and importance as a

regional mental health hospital. Besides structures, farm and

woodland areas were also selected to protect the site's rural

qualities and preserve its nineteenth century appearance. The

area includes a tract of more than 200 acres of land and several

buildings. The main hospital building, perhaps most signif-

icant, is unmatched in Central New England in size and complexity

of its Victorian Gothic design.

The hospital construction and grounds were prepared in a

manner thc-ght to be beneficial to the patients. It was believed

that scenic views and open spaces would help in the rehabili-

tation of the patients: "The rooms should be well lighted by

large and pleasant windows, commanding the most pleasing views

the situation will permit" (Annual Report 1870:102). Portions

of the property were used for farming and gardening as part of

the rehabilitation program for the patients.

The land on which the hospital stands was purchased by the

Commonwealth from private land owners in 1869. Four cottages

were within the acquired property when it was purchased: "There

were five dwelling-houses on the estate when we came into

possession, four of them cottages, recently built. These have

been remodeled and with some additions, fitted for four families

of convalescent and quiet patients" (Annual Report 1870:9).

These cottages and land parcels were purchased from Henry

Prentice, Lucy Ann Watson, Robert Taft, and Charles Bowen. Of
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these private owners only the homes of S.B. Watson and Henry
Prentice remain as farmhouses which predate the hospital.

The Watson home is the only extant historic dwelling of these

original owners which lies within the project area.

The two principal standing structures on the Plantation-

Belmont Parcel are the Watson cottage and the brick farmhouse.

These are briefly described below.

1. Watson Cottage (297 Belmont Street) . This home was

built in 1851, and served as a farm dwelling. Originally

this structure was a one and one-half story, side-hall

plan, Greek Revival style cottage (Lee & Pfeiffer 1978)

.

This cottage has undergone heavy alteration. "Pres-

ently, the building has a symmetrical facade (east) on

on which a center entry is flanked by bay windows. The

facade is framed by pilasters and an entablature/cornice.

The original facade was on the structure's south wall.

At the northwest corner of the original Ik story house

is a two story, gable-roofed addition" (Ibid.). A

three car garage is located behind this structure.

2. Brick Farmhouse (365 Plantation Street) . This building ,

built before 1896, appears on twentieth-century maps as

a "FARM HOUSE". This two and one-half story brick

building with an "L" shaped plan, has a slate-covered

hip roof with dormers and ventilator/cupolas. A wooden

porch runs along the east wall of this house. Between

1896 and 1911 a wing was added on the west side of the

original building. It is probable that this structure

served as a dwelling for workers who farmed the hospital

property (Lee & Pfeiffer 1978).

A third historic dwelling stood until recently next to the

Watson cottage, at 299 Belmont Street. This house is first re-

corded on the 1854 map under the name Bartlett. Although the

property is shown on the 1974 U.S. Geological Survey map next

to the Watson cottage (Fig. 2) , it was not recorded on the 197 8

National Register report (Lee & Pfeiffer 19 78) , and was probably

demolished by that time.
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The stone walls which line much of the bounds of the

Plantation-Belmont Parcel could not be dated with certainty

to the period of the Worcester State Hospital. They are mostly

made up of small granite blocks, and are dry-laid. Walls line

the edge of the property along Plantation and Belmont Streets,

and along the western border of the fields in the project

area. The wall on Belmont Street is capped by large quarried

blocks of granite. The walls may date from the period before

the purchase of the land for the State Hospital; if this is -the

case, they probably date to the 19th-century agricultural use

of the property. The large granite capping stones on the wall

along Belmont Street, however, appear to be a later embellish-

ment, and probably date, along with the stone gates, to the

period when this land was part of the State Hospital grounds.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Discussion

The Phase I, Step 1 archaeological survey, consisting of

background research and a limited walkover reconnaissance,

studied the project area within the context of the prehistory

and history of the region. Although a number of prehistoric

sites are recorded in the City of Worcester, none have been

identified within the Plantation-Belmont Parcel. Historical

documentation provided substantially more information on the

development and utilization of the parcel during the historical

period, and allowed a more precise assessment of historical

cultural resources than was possible for the prehistoric period,

Because no prehistoric sites are known to exist within the

project area at the present time, it was necessary to formulate

a strategy that would allow the archaeologist to posit the

existence of cultural remains based on current views concerning

prehistoric site locations. Archaeologists in the region have

had only limited success in generating predictive models for
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locating prehistoric sites ( e. g. , Dincauze et al. 1976; Thomas

1977; Anthony 1978). In a recent assessment of prehistoric

cultural resources in Worcester County, for example, locational

analysis proved to be a difficult task; "The single reliable

conclusion (was that) prehistoric sites tend to be near ponds"

(Anthony 1978:44)

.

Analysis of prehistoric site locations have resulted in

the isolation of a broad group of variables that are associated

with prehistoric site selection. Despite the broadness of most

of these catagories, they have been found to be useful criteria

for predicting general areas of archaeological sensitivity. In

general, the following variables have been associated with pre-

historic site locations (Dincauze et al. 1976:53):

1. well-drained soils

2. slopes less than 15 degrees

3. proximity to a source of fresh water

4. orientation with regard to seasonally prevailing winds

5. proximity to a variety of natural resources

Histcrical cultural resources identified within the project

area include:

1. The Watson cottage (297 Belmont Street), dating to 1851,

and much altered since that time. Although originally

used as a private farmhouse, the structure was altered

and re-used by the Worcester State Hospital.

2. The brick farmhouse (365 Plantation Street) dating from

prior to 1896, with an extension built between 1896-1911.

This structure was built by the Worcester State Hospital,

apparently for the purpose of accommodating farm workers.

3. The overall cultural landscape of the parcel, including

the stone walls, gateways, and tree-lined avenues that

combine with the standing structures to make up the

scenic grounds of the Worcester State Hospital complex,

and form part of the National Register property.

Potential archaeological remains of the historical period

include the house and any associated features formerly standing
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at 299 Belmont Street, as well as any cultural features

associated with the still—standing Watson house. Of greater

potential significance is the possibility that remains of the

farmstead of Moses Leonard (c. 1720) still exist in the

vicinity of the brick structure at 365 Plantation Street.

Such remains might provide valuable information about the

early period of Worcester's third settlement, although it is

possible that continued use of the area has obliterated most

or all traces of this early settlement along Plantation Street.

Recommendations

Although a walkover reconnaissance of the project area

was conducted during the Phase I, Step 1 archaeological study,

the presence of snow cover over most of the parcel severely

limited the usefulness of this reconnaissance. In addition,

because cultural remains of both the prehistoric and historical

periods are often buried below the ground surface, visual in-

spection of the surface of the property is not enough to test

for the presence of archaeological sites. For these reasons,

it is recommended that a Phase I, Step 2 (Intensive) archaeo-

logical survey be conducted. Such a survey would include both

an intensive surface inspection of the parcel and limited sub-

surface testing.

Based upon the locational criteria outlined above in the

Discussion section, three areas within the Plantation-Belmont

Parcel have been recommended for Phase I, Step 2 testing (Fig.

10, areas I-III) . These areas were ranked according to their

potential for containing cultural resources. In general, the

project area can be considered to have a moderate potential for

containing prehistoric sites.

The two major factors used to select potentially sensitive

areas were slope and availability of water. In respect to the

potential for prehistoric sites, the area of level ground

surrounding the wetland is considered to have the greatest

sensitivity (Fig. 10, area I) . Early maps show streams orig-

inating in this location. While the area is continuously wet
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at the present time, with no indication of running water, this

situation may represent recent interrupted drainage. It is

possible that small hunter-gatherer camps were located in this

area

.

The second area selected for additional testing is the

gently sloping and nearly level soils in the area of the brick

farmhouse at 365 Plantation Street (Fig. 10, area II). This

area lies in the vicinity of a small stream, no longer evident,

that is shown on historical maps (Fig. 8). The location is-

considered sensitive for the presence of prehistoric remains,

and for the presence of early historical remains (Moses Leonard

homestead)

.

The third area is located on nearly level ground in the

area of the Watson Cottage at 297 Belmont Street (Fig. 10,

area III) . This area, consisting of a large level plateau

among the surrounding hilly terrain, is in the vicinity of a

former stream, no longer existing, that appears on early maps

(Fig. 7) . This section contains moderate potential for pre-

historic remains.

The specific areas within each general location selected

for further testing will depend on the results of the intensive

walkover reconnaissance. Following surface inspection, system

atic subsurface testing by means of coring and shovel test pits

is recommended for the three areas selected above. Field testing

would involve a series of soil cores spaced at regular intervals

to identify cultural remains of soil anomalies. Soil anomalies

such as charcoal, color changes, or abrupt changes in texture

often assist in identifying the location of both historic and

prehistoric sites.

Following the soil coring, subsurface testing would con-

tinue with shovel test pits in areas identified as potential

sites based on soil coring. All test pits would be excavated

to sterile glacial soils wherever possible. All excavated

soils will be passed through V screen mesh. Data will be

recorded on standardized field forms. Specific testing in-

tervals will be determined following the intensive surface

reconnaissance and the soil coring.
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SOIL TYPES'
Pb- Paxton Series (very stony)

Pa- Paxton Series

Rd- Ridgebury Series

Wr- Wood bridge Series

Wh- Whitman Series

H Hollis Series

Up Urban Land

UD- Made Land

H-Dt-

PLANTATION-

BELMOrx

PARCEL

Ur RdA

FIGURE 5
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FIGURE 6
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1" = 2145 ft

FIGURE 7
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AREAS SELECTED FOR FURTHER TESTING

PLANTATION -

BELMONT
PARCEL

AREA

AREA II

0* 500* Om 150m
contour intervah 20*

FIGURE 10
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Appendix 2-Description of Property

Boundaries —

The following description of the four separate parcels

which comprise the Plantation-Belmont Parcel* is the

product of a compilation of existing information, and

has not been prepared by an actual instrument survey.

This description should not be relied upon for legal

purposes.

* Courtesy of the Worcester Business Development

Corporation. February 18, 1983.
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4 1 6 l-> A R r. AVLNUf. WOHCE5TEH. MASSACHUSETTS Olb'O A*t-»COOE6l7 fSJ 7 1 rt '

April 13, 1JS2

Description of Parce I 1 Lying ou the northerly side
of iielmont street- and tiie westerly sice of Plantation
Street in Worcester, Massachusetts

tiiO southerly corner of the parcel herein
Intersection of the northerly line of Belsicnt

u^ t~\ <-• ^

r/Luii the nortnwesterly line of Plantation Street;

WHENCE westerly by the northerly line of Belmont Street,
Lr feet to the intersection Qf tiae northerly line of

Selniont Street with the easterly line of Hospital Ave.;

THENCE northerly 149. 36 ± feet to an. angle;

THENCE N 20° 50' 30" W 161.50 feet to an angle;

Th'ENCE northerly 195.03 feet to a point az Parcel 2;

The last three lines being by the easterly line of Hospital
Ave . ;

THENCE southeasterly 55.84 feet to an angle;

THENCE M ^2° 17' 40" E 1,777. 2 8± feet to an angle;

THENCE ;J 04° 12' 20" E 195. 54± feet to an angle;

THENCE northerly 250. 45± feet ro an angle;

THENCE northerly 2 88. 71± feet to a point a: Parcel 4;

The last five lines being by Parcel 2;

THENCE easterly by Parcel 4, 700± feet to a point in the

northwesterly line of Plantation Street;

..!',;. irerlv 32 7 i Fee- 'o -"• 1

CL aOu~iiv;es nerly 27

CE southwesterly Gns./'Jt fe-.-l -> a::

ai-ie;
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W.B.D.C- Parcel 1

April 13, 19 3:
Page 2

TMENCL southwesterly 561. 19± feet to the beginning of a curve;

THEIJCE southwesterly by a curve to the right 398. 34± feet to
the en'd of said curve;

THENCE southwesterly 6 L
t H . 5 ± feet to the point of beginning:

The last six lines being by the northwesterly line or
Plantation Street.

Said Parcel 1 contains '*0.86 acres of land, more or less,
i-...d is shown ?.s Parcel 1 on a plan entitled, " Plan or Lana in

.Worcester, Mass. prepared for: Worcester Business De veloorr.ent
Corp., March 27, 1932, scale 1"=400 I M
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J -L _ ijoi;

Description of Zarccl 2

,

1 ving on the easterly side of
Hospital Ave. in Worcester, Massachusetts

BEGINNING at the soutnwesterly corner of the Parcel herein
described in the easterly line of Hospital Ave., said point of
beginning i;eing also the northwesterly corner of Parcel 1;

THENCE northerly 2 50± feet to an angle;

THENCE northeasterly 100± feet to the beginning of a curve

;

THENCE northerly by a curve to the left, 400± feet to a
point of compound curves

;

THENCE northeasterly by a curve to the right U50± feet to
the end of said curve;

Ave
;

The. last four lines being by the easterly line, of Hospital

THENCE southerly 2Q0± feet to an angle;

THEWCL easterly 200± feet to an angle;

THENCE northeasterly, partial] y by land of Commonwealth of
Mass. Dept . of Mental Health, 5S0± feet to an angle;

THENCE N 4 2° 17* MG" E 2 50± feet to an angle;

THENCE northeasterly 480± feet to a point at Parcel 1;

The last two lines being by the Commonwealth of Mass.
Dept. of Mental Health;

THENCE southerly 2S8.71± feet to an angle;

THENCE soutnerly 2 50. M5± feet to an angle;

THENCE S 04° 12* 2C" W 195. 54± feet to an angle;
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'-.'X JL <*•• W . B . D . C F-rc^l
April 13, 1*8

Paee 2

THENCE S -2° 17' '+0
M W 1,777. 28± feet to an angiej

TKENCE northwesterly 55. 84 feet to the point of beginning

The last five lines being by Parcel 1.

Said Parcel 2 contains 19.78 acres of land, more or less,

*nd is shown as Parcel 2 on a plan entitled, " Plan o: Land in

Wo-cest-r, Mass. prepared for: Worcester Business Development

-or-. , March 27, 1982, scale 1»' = «*00'
."

*>.-» .* -* «•»..:*.."•» •

•/^ • .•.-•• »•«-,
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! . I ^ T O N '\?p-or'iATE S.' I X C

Description of Parcel 3 lying on the northerly side
of Belmont Street and the westerly side of Hospital
Ave. in Worcester, Massachusetts

BEGIMiNliMG at the southeasterly corner cf the parcel herein
..escribed, at the intersection of the northerly line of Belmont
Street with the westerly line of Hospital Ave;

THENCE westerly by the northerly line of Belmont Street
625+ feet to the beginning of a curve;

THENCE northerly by a curve to the right 610+ feet to
the end of said curve

;

THENCE northeasterly 170+ feet to the beginning of a curve;

THENCE easterly by a curve to the right to the end of
s lie curve

;

THENCE southeasterly 115 feet to an angle;

THENCE southeasterly 4 75+ feet to a point in the westerly
line cf Hospital Ave;

THENCE southerly 100+ feet to an angi^;

THENCE southerly 195.0 3* feet to 'an angle;

THENCE southerly 15 5. 86± feet to an angle;

THENCE southerly 155± feet to the point of beginning.

The last four lines being by the westerly line of Hospital Ave.;

Said Parcel 3 contains 10 acres of land, more cr less, and is

shewn as Parcel 3 on a plan entitled, " Plan of Land in Worcester,
Mass. prepared for: Worcester Business Development Corp., Marcn 27,

1032 , scale 1" = U00 ' ."
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Description of Parcel 4 lying on the westerly side of
Plantation Street in Worcester, Massachusetts'

BEGINNING at the southeasterly corner of trie parcel herein
described, in the westerly line of Plantation Street, said point
of beginning being also the northeasterly corner of Parcel 1;

TKENCE westerly by parcel 1,700+ feet to a point at land of
Commonwealth .of Mass. Dept ...of .Mental Health;

THENCE N 15° 38' 4 5" W 1,05 5.09+ feet to an angle;

THEMCE northwesterly 461.28+ feet to an angle;

The last two lines being by Commonwealth of Mass. Dept

.

of .Mental Health;

THENCE N 21° 04' .0 0" W 2 8 7.35 feet to an angle;

THENCE N 5 2° 10' 50" W 24 7.05 feet to an angle;

THENCE N 34° 56' 10" E 22.2,9 feet to an angle;

THEMCE N 66° 40' 00" E 833.90 feet to an angle;

'The last four lines being by land' of the City of Worcester
Parks Dept . ;

THENCE S 43° 22' 40" E 739.50 feet to an angle;

THENCE S 6 7° 21" 50" E 7 30.17 feet to a point in the north-
westerly line of Plantation Street;

The last two lines being by land of Landevco , Inc.;

THENCE southwesterly 87.00+ feet to an angle;

THENCE southwesterly 2 38.00+ feet to an angle;

THENCE southwesterly 272.00+ feet to an angle;

THENCE southwesterly 4 32.00+ feet to the point .of beginning;
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W .tt.D.C- Parcel '4

April 13, 19 82
Page 2

The last four lines being by the northwesterly line of
Plantation Street.

Said Parcel k contains J 5. acres of land, more or less,
and is labelled " Reserved for Agricultural Purposes " and is
shown en a plan entitled, " Plan of Land in Worcester, Mass.
creDared for: Worcester Business Development Coro . , March 27, 1962,
'scale 1" = 400 '

.

"
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Appendix 3-Environmental

Notification Form and Scope of Work
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APPENDIX A
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS

ENVIRONMENTAL NOTIFICATION FORM

SUMMARY

A. Project Identification

1. Project Name

B.

PI antation-Belmont Parcel Sale/Lease of

Statft Lands
2. Project Proponent.

Address

.

DiaJLSioa r>f CapitaJ Planning S Operations
nr,Q tohbUTton P^^ r

Breton , MA 02108

Project Description: (City/Town

<

s \
Worcester

1. Location within city/town or street address. Hoctiawast corner of Reimont

and Plantation Streftfca
2. Est. Commencement Date:.

Approx. Cost $

.Est. Completion Date:

Current Status of Project Design: .% Complete

Narrative Summary of Project

Describe project and give a description of the general project boundaries and the present use of the project

area. (If necessary, use back of this page to complete summary).

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts' Division of Capital Planning and

Operations (DCPO) is considering the sale or lease of all or portions
of an approximately 105-acre tract of land in Worcester, Massachusetts

The parcel is bounded by Belmont Street (State Route 9) on the south,
Plantation Street and the University of Massachusetts Medical Center
on the east, a wooded parcel owned by the Sisters of Notre Dame

Convent on the north, and Worcester State Hospital on the west. The

property is approximately 1 1/2 miles northeast of downtown Worcester

(via Route 9) and is several hundred yards west of Lake Quinsigamond
and the Shrewsbury town line.

The parcel contains 105.64 acres of flat and rolling fields which are

heavily wooded on the steepest slopes where it borders the Worcester

State Hospital. Access to the site is presently provided by Route 9,

Plantation Street, and other roads on the Worcester State Hospital

grounds. The tract was formerly part of the grounds of the Worcester

State Hospital and at one time had been used for farming to produce
food for the hospital. More recently, much of the tract had been set

aside for future expansion of the adjoining University of
Massachusetts Medical Center. The Medical Center has other resources

for its possible future expansion and has decided that the land is no

longer needed.

No particular use for the site has been predetermined. However, a

strong desire for a biomedical-oriented research and development park

on at least a portion of the site has been expressed by civic and

institutional leaders.

Copies of this may be obtained from

Name: Stuart D. Lesser

Adrirpi;7~15th floor, One Ashburton Place

Boston, MA 02108

Firm/Agency:
Div. of Capital Planning and Operations

Phone "~ 7?7-4nnq (f,\l)

THIS IS AN IMPORTANT NOTICE. COMMENT PERIOD IS LIMITED.
For Information, call (617) 727-5830
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Use This Page to Complete Narrative, if necessary.

It is anticipated that this project will be processed as a Major and

Complicated Project. Following submission of this ENF and the

issuance of a scoping memorandum by MEPA, a Site Capabilities Report

will be prepared by the Project Proponent. An Environmental Impact

Report would then be prepared by the party or parties ultimately

selected as developers of the site.

It is not yet clear whether this project has categorical inclusion

status.

This project is one which is categorically included and therefore automatically requires

preparation of an Environmental Impact Report: YES NO

D. Scoping (Complete Sections II and III first, before completing this section.)

1. Check those areas which would be important to examine in the event that an EIR is required for this project.

This information is important so that significant areas of concern can be identified as early as possible, in

order to expedite analysis and review.

Construc- Long

tion Term
Impacts Impacts

Open Space & Recreation

Historical

Archaeological

Fisheries & Wildlife

Vegetation, Trees

Other Biological Systems

Inland Wetlands

Coastal Wetlands or Beaches ....

Flood Hazard Areas

Chemicals, Hazardous Substances,

High Risk Operations

Geologically Unstable Areas

Agricultural Land

Other (Specify)

X

X

JL

.Mineral Resources

J£ Energy Use
.Water Supply& Use

.

.Water Pollution

_X Air Pollution.

Noise

Traffic

Solid Waste .

Aesthetics .

.

Wind and Shadow
_X Growth Impacts.

Community/Housing and the Built

_X Environment

Construc-

tion

Impacts

Long

Term
Impacts

X

X

X X
X

X
y

Y

X

X

2. List the alternatives which you would consider to be feasible in the event an EIR is required.

The Mass. Division of Capital Planning and Operations has invited
proposals for the site's development; feasible alternatives will
be selected from these proposed uses.

The no-action alternative would consist of the development site
remaining a property of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
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E. Has this project been filed with EOEA before? Yes.

IfYes.EOEANo EOEA Action?

No X

F. Does this project fall under the jurisdiction of NEPA? Yes

If Yes, which Federal Agency?
No_X
NEPA Status?

G. List the State or Federal agencies from which permits will be sought

Agency Name
DEQE Division of
Water Pollution Control

DEQE Division of
Water Supply

Mass. Dept. of
Public Works

Sewer Extension/
Connection*

Cross-Connection
Permit*

Curb Cut*

Type of Permit

Permits may be necessary.

H. Will an Order ofConditions be required under the provisions of the Wetlands Protection Act (Chap. 131, Section 40)?

Yes No X

DEQE File No., if applicable:

I. List the agencies from which the proponent will seek financial assistance for this project:

Agency Name Funding Amount

The Project Proponent will seek no financial assistance. However, those

purchasing/leasing all 'or portions of the parcel may seek funding.

II. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

A. Include an original 8V2XII inch or larger section of the most recent U.S.G.S. 1:24,000 scale topograph ; map
with the project area location and boundaries clearly shown. Include multiple maps if necessary for large proj-

ects. Include other maps, diagrams or aerial photos if the project cannot be clearly shown at U.S.G.S. scale. If

available, attach a plan sketch of the proposed project. , ,

.

v
(See Attached)

State total area of project: 105 acres

Estimate the number of acres (to the nearest 1/10 acre) directly affected that are currently:

1. Developed 1_ acres 4. Floodplain _ acres

2. Open Space/Woodlands/Recreation ^4 acres 5. Coastal Area 9_ acres

3. Wetlands
,

Q_ acres 6. Productive Resources

Agriculture ZS acres

Forestry 0. acres

Mineral Products Q_ acres

B.

Provide the following dimensions, if applicable:

Length in miles Number of Housing Units Number of Stories

Existing Immediate Increase Due to Project

KI , , n .. - Temporary spaces: 200 plus 200 planned.
Number of Parking Spaces

Vehicle Trips to Project Site (average daily traffic)
Belmont Street: 17,000

Estimated Vehicle Trips past project site plantation street: 9,180

If the proposed project will require any permit for access to local or state highways, please attach a sketch

showing the location of the proposed driveway(s) in relation to the highway and to the general development plan:

identifying all local and state highways abutting the development site: and indicating the number of lanes, pave-

ment width, median strips and adjacent driveways on each abutting highway; and indicating the distance

to the nearest intersection.
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III. ASSESSMENT OF POTENTIAL ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

Instructions: Consider direct and indirect adverse impacts, including those arising from general construction and
operations. For every answer explain why significant adverse impact is considered likely or unlikely to result.

Also, state the source of information or other basis for the answers supplied. If the source of the information,

in part or in full, is not listed in the ENF, the preparing officer will be assumed to be the source of the information.

Such environmental information should be acquired at least in part by field inspection.

A. Open Space and Recreation

1. Might the project affect the condition, use or access to any open space and/or recreation area?

Yes No_JL_

Explanation and Source:

Although the 105.64 acre site is almost completely undeveloped and
open, it is not ordinarily utilized for recreational purposes due to
its association with the Worcester State Hospital and University of
Massachusetts Medical Center, and due also to the close proximity of
other large tracts of recreational land. This land includes Green
Hill Park— a 500-acre municipal park to the west of the site with a

zoo, golf course, tot lot, playground, ball field, and picnic
area—and Regatta Point State Park—a regional activity center to the
east of the site, providing access to Lake Quinsigamond, a 900-acre
body of water used for boating, fishing, and bathing.

B. Historic Resources

1. Might any site or structure of historic significance be affected by the project? Yes No

Explanation and Source:

The parcel is part of a National Register Historic District known as

the Worcester Asylum property. (Mass. Historical Commission.

Telephone contact. 9/2/82).

2. Might any archaeological site be affected by the project? Yes No

Explanation and Source:

The Massachusetts Historical Commission previously indicated that

there were no known archaeological or paleontological sites within

the project area. (Greenman-Pederson Assoc. Univ. of Mass. Medical

Center Traffic Study . April 1980.) However, further evaluation of

the potential for archaeological resources is planned.

Ecological Effects

1. Might the project significantly effect fisheries or wildlife, especially any rare or endangered species?

Yes No X ,

Explanation and Source:

No bodies of water exist on the site. Lake Quinsigamond

—

approximately one-third mile from the site—exists within an already

urbanized surrounding. Lake Quinsigamond attracts species such as

black duck and mallard, and fish species such as large gill,

pumpkinseed, lake trout, brown trout, and carp. There does not

appear to be any wild or endangered species which inhabit the

vicinity of the site. (Greenman-Pedersen, op. cit.)

#
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2. Might the project significantly affect vegetation, especially any rare or endangered species of plant?

Yes No x

(Estimate approximate number of mature trees to be removed: )

Explanation and Source:

There does not appear to be any wild or endangered species within the

site. According to 1971 Vegetative Cover Mapping conducted by the

University of Massachusetts Department of Forestry and Wildlife

Management, the site includes agricultural land (most recently

alfalfa) , open land, and hardwood/mixed wood forest.

(Greenman-Pedersen, op. cit.)

3. Might the project alter or affect flood hazard areas, inland or coastal wetlands (e.g., estuaries, marshes, sand

dunes and beaches, ponds, streams, rivers, fish runs, or shellfish beds)? Yes No _

Explanation and Source:

The site is not within any flood hazard area, and no wetlands exist
in or around the site.

4. Might the project affect shoreline erosion or accretion at the project site, downstream or in nearby coastal

areas? Yes No X

Explanation and Source:

5. Might the project involve other geologically unstable areas? Yes No x
-

Explanation and Source:

Foundation conditions in the vicinity have been found to be

excellent. (Quinlan, Raymond L. University of Massachuset ts Medical

Center Site Evaluation. August 1981.)

D. Hazardous Substances

1. Might the project involve the use, transportation, storage, release, or disposal of potentially hazardous

substances?

Yes No

Explanation and Source:

Because alternative uses for the site have not yet been selected, the

potential for use, transport or disposal of hazardous substances

cannot yet be determined.
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E. Resource Conservation and Use

1. Might the project affect or eliminate land suitable for agricultural or forestry production?
Yes X No
(Describe any present agricultural land use and farm units affected.)

Explanation and Source:

Fields within the eastern section of the site (approximately 70
acres) are currently used for alfalfa farming. The Massachusetts
Department of Food and Agriculture has requested that a portion of
the site be set aside for agricultural purposes. Requests for
development proposals have asked that inclusion of some agricultural
use or set-aside be considered within the total development proposal.

2. Might the project directly affect the potential use or extraction of mineral or energy resources (e.g., oil, coal,

sand & gravel, ores)? Yes No X

Explanation and Source:

No valuable mineral or energy resources are known to exist within thesite.

3. Might the operation of the project result in any increased consumption of energy? Yes X No

Explanation and Source:

(If applicable, describe plans for conserving energy resources.)

Because the. site is essentially open and undeveloped, any development
proposal will represent an increase in energy consumption. However,
the amount of energy to be consumed as a result of the project cannot
yet be determined.

F. Water Quality and Quantity .
«

1. Might the project result in significant changes in drainage patterns? Yes No X

Pvnlnnn/,V,n nnA Cn..«.o.
Draina9e fe«« the site occurs generally in an eastward directionCXpiananon ana ^OUrCC toward Lake QU i nsagamondr although drainage from the northernmost
section of the site flows into the Coal Mine Brook system before
eventually making its way to Lake Quinsagamond. A small southwest
portion of the site may drain to the south. Catch basins at the
site's southern boundary on Belmont Street carry runoff eastward
through surface sewers along Belmont Street to Lake Quinsagamond.
Catch basins on Plantation Street carry water through surface sewers
which run under the University of Massachusetts Medical School
property to Lake Quinsagamond. It is expected that drainage
associated with development of the site will continue in this general
pattern. (Greenman-Pedersen, op. cit.)

2. Might the project result in the introduction of pollutants into any of the following:

(a) Marine Waters Yes No x

(c) Ground Water Yes No JE
(b) Surface Fresh Water Body Yes No
(c) Ground Water

Explain types and quantities ofpollutants.

No.

No. Although an increase in impervious surfaces resulting from
the development of the site may cause an increase in storm runoff
destined for Lake Quinsagamond, no discharge of septage or other
pollutants into Lake Quinsagamond will occur.

No. The site is located within tbe Lake Quinsagamond aquifer
area. However, no on-site discharge of septage or other
pollutants/waste-products will occur.
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3. Will the project generate sanitary sewage? Yes _X No

If Yes, Quantity: gallons per day Yes - however, the quantity of sewage to be generated cannot yet
J

determined. ., .. Y
Disposal by: (a) Onsite septic systems Yes INo _£

(b) Public sewerage systems Yes X No

(c) Other means (describe)

4. Might the project result in an increase in paved or impervious surface over an aquifer recognized as an impor-

tant present or future source of water supply? Yes X No

Explanation and Source:

The site is located within the Lake Quinsagamond aquifer area. Two

Worcester municipal wells and a Shrewsbury municipal well are located
within this aquifer area. (Worcester Public Health Department.
Telephone contact. 9/7/82)

5. Is the project in the watershed of any surface water body used as a drinking water supply?

Yes No y

Are there any public or private drinking water wells within a 1/2-mile radius of the proposed project?

Yps X No

Explanation and Source:

A Worcester municipal well used as a public water supply is located
on Natural History Drive, several blocks from the site. (Worcester
Public Health Department. Telephone contact. 9/7/82)

6. Might the operation of the project result in any increased consumption of water? Yes x No

Approximate consumption gallons per day. Likely water source* s)

Explanation and Source:

Quantity cannot yet be determined. Likely source is Worcester
municipal water service system, which is supplied by a series of
reservoirs northwest of the City in the Town of Paxton, Leicester,
and Holden. (Greenman-Pedersen, op. cit.)

Does the project involve any dredging? Yes No

If Yes, indicate:

Quantity of material to be dredged.

Quality of material to be dredged_
Proposed method of dredging

Proposed disposal sites

Proposed season of year for dredging.

Explanation and Source:
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G. -Air Quality

1. Might the project affect the air quality in the project area or the immediately adjacent area?

_ Vps y No

Describe type and source of any pollution emission from the project site.

Any development of the site will result in increased motor vehicle
traffic and motor vehicle exhaust (primarily hydrocarbons and carbon
monoxide) in the already highly travelled Belmont/Plantation Street
area. No industrial process emissions are anticipated as a result of
site development.

2. Are there any sensitive receptors (e.g., hospitals, schools, residential areas) which would be affected by any

pollution emissions caused by the project, including construction dust? Yes X Nc«

Explanation and Source:

Located to the east of the site across Plantation Street is the
University of Massachusetts Medical Center consisting of a medical
school and a 400-bed teaching hospital. Located to the west of the
site is the Worcester State Hospital, a mental hospital for the
chronically ill, with a decreasing patient population expected to
stabilize at 400. In addition, several small residential
neighborhoods, including the wigwam Hill and Alvarado sections, are
located in the vicinity of the site.

3. Will access to the project area be primarily by automobile? Yes X No

Describe any special provisions now planned for pedestrian access, carpooling, buses and other mass transit.

It is anticipated that once development of the site is completed,
access to the site will be primarily by automobile. However, several
bus routes operated by the Worcester Regional Transit Authority
include stops on Belmont Street near the site, and may serve new
development there.

H. Noise

1. Might the project result in the generation of noise? Yes _X No

Explanation and Source:

(Include any source of noise during construction or operation, e.g., engine exhaust, pile driving, traffic.)

Although increased noise levels may result from construction activity

and increased traffic volume, noise impacts will be minimal due to

the already high level of noise-producing motor vehicle traffic in

the area.

2r Are there any sensitive receptors (e.g., hospitals, schools, residential areas) which would be affected by any

noise caused by the project? Yes X No

Explanation and Source:

(See response to III. G. 2.)
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Solid Waste

1. Might the project generate solid waste? Ves X No

Explanation and Source:

(Estimate types and approximate amounts of waste materials generated, e.g., industrial, domestic, hospital,

sewage sludge, construction debris from demolished structures.)

Although development of the site will result in the generation of

solid waste, the content and volume of such waste cannot yet be

determined, and will depend on the use selected for the site.

Because the site is generally free of structures, a minimum of

demolition debris will be generated as a result of site development.

J. Aesthetics

1. Might the project cause a change in the visual character of the project area or its environs?

Yes x No

Explanation and Source:

The site is primarily undeveloped, and its anticipated usage will
introduce visual elements which may alter its open character.
However, the presence of large institutional complexes to the east
and west of the site indicates that its redevelopment will be
consistent with the area's overall visual character.

Are there any proposed structures which might be considered incompatible with existing adjacent structures

in the vicinity in terms of size, physical proportion and scale, or significant differences in land use?

Yes No_X

Explanation and Source:

(See response to III. J. !•)

3. Might the project impair visual access to waterfront or other scenic areas? Yes No x

Explanation and Source:

Development of the site is expected to enhance access to its scenic

viewpoints.

K. Wind and Shadow

1. Might the project cause wind and shadow impacts on adjacent properties? Yes No y

Explanation and Source:

No anticipated development will pose any effect on adjacent

properties in terms of shadows or increased winds.
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V. CONSISTENCY WITH PRESENT PLANNING

A. Describe any known conflicts or inconsistencies with current federal, state and local land use. transponation.
open space, recreation and environmental plans and policies. Consult with local or regional planning authorities
where appropriate.

No conflicts with local, state or federal plans and policies are
currently known. Development of the site has been endorsed by
representatives of the Worcester Chamber of Commerce, the Worcester
Business Development Corporation, the Worcester City Council and the
University of Massachusetts Medical School, as well as by various
local business leaders, members of the State Legislature, and
Governor King. The Massachusetts Department of Food and Agriculture
has requested that a portion of the site be set aside for
agricultural purposes. (Worcester Telegram. 9/27/81, 2/14/82,
5/14/82)

V. FINDINGS AND CERTIFICATION

A. The notice of intent to file this form has been/will be published in the following newspaper(s):

(Name) Worcester Telegram (Date) September 14, 1982

B. This form has been circulated to all

Pate

D/ate '

and persons^ required by Appendix B.

am
ble QfiResponsible Officer

or Project Proponent

Name (print or type)

Address

Telephone Number

S^ndture of persdn preparing

ENF (if different from above)

Christopher Olney
Division of Capital Planning

and Operations
One Ashburton Place

15th Floor
Boston MA 02108

(617) 727-4009
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Address

Telephone Number

Harris S. Band

Skidmore, Owings & Merrill

334 Boylston Street

Boston, MA 02116

(617) 247-1070



EDWARD J. KING
Governor

JOHN A. BEWICK
Secretary

Executive (Office of &?tvironmentaC Sw/fnt'rt

400 {Qamlrtt/ae ^street

\lton, <s/{aUac/ia*et& 02202

CERTIFICATE OF THE SECRETARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS

ON

ENVIRONMENTAL NOTIFICATION FORM

PROJECT NAME:

PROJECT LOCATION

PI antati on/Bel mont Parcel Sale/Lease

of State Lands

Worcester

EOEA NUMBER:

PROJECT PROPONENT

4521

Division of Capital Planning & Operations

DATE NOTICED IN MONITOR September 22, 1982

Pursuant to M.G.L., Chapter 30, Section 62A and Sections 10.04(1) and 10.04(9)

of the Regulations Governing the Implementation of the Massachusetts Environmental

Policy Act, I hereby determine that the above referenced project does require

the preparation of an Environuontal Impact Report.

November 5, 1982

DATE -
"

fUA
N A." BEWICK-, SECRETARY

FORM A
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Executive Vffice o^ &nvirc?imenta/ S$/pit*

400 JQamvridae C/ireet

2Sc$6>n, *slUMiac/mtet& 02202

Catri

EDWARD J. KING
Governor

JOHN A. BEWICK
Secretary

PROJECT NAME

PROJECT LOCATION:

PROJECT PROPONENT

EOEA NUMBER:

DATE NOTICED IN MONITOR:

Plantation/Belmont Parcel Sale/Lease
of State Lands

Worcester

Division of Capital Planning & Operations

4521

September 22, 1982

SCOPE
AND

SPECIAL PROCEDURE FOR
MAJOR AND COMPLICATED PROJECT

Pursuant to G.L.-Ch. 30, sec. 62A, and with the consent of the proponent, I

designate this project a "major and complicated project", and establish the fo^ow-
ing special procedure for its review.

1. The DCPO shall prepare, as was discussed at the consultation meeting, a

Site Capability Report, as further scoped below. The purpose of the Site Capability
Report is to permit .xamination, at an early state in project planning, of conceptual
alternatives for disposition and reuse of the site. It is intended that the Site

Capability Report will address the policy issues and infrastructure capabilities and

constraints which need to be considered by DCPO while it is considering development
proposals, prior to the selection of a particular project or development. The

preliminary scoping and Site Capability Report will also afford opportunity for state

and local agencies and private citizens to comment on planning for the site.

2. Upon its completion, the Site Capability Report shall undergo the 37-day

review and comment process a Draft EIR is afforded.

3. After review of the Site Capability Report, the DCPO may select a developer

and development proposal . Notice of the developer and development proposal shall be

furnished to this office in the form of a Supplemental ENF, which shall be published

in the Monitor , triggering a 20-day comment period and a supplemental 10-day scoping

period. This office will hold a supplemental scoping session and issue a Supplemental

Scope for a Project-Specific EIR, which shall then be prepared by the project proponent
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4. The Project-Specific EIR shall be reviewed with the customary 37-day review

and comment period. The need for a Final EIR shall be determined during such review

and comment period, and shall depend upon the magnitude of the project impacts and

the extent to which the Site Capability Study addresses those impacts.

5. It is the purpose of this special procedure to provide an orderly process

which allows environmental review both at a broad preliminary stage, and after a more

specific development proposal has been settled upon, avoiding the twin dangers of prematun

review, when a proposal is in an inchoate state, and late review, when so much resources

ihave been committed to a proposal that it can only with difficulty be altered in

response to environmental concerns.

SCOPE OF SITE
CAPABILITY STUDY

I. Agricultural Lands

The ENF has identified 70 acres of the state-owned site as prime agricultural
land, currently being farmed. The Commonwealth has an extensive history of concern
over diversion of farmland to other uses. In 1973, Governor Sargent appointed a
Commission on Food. In response to that commission' s report, a policy for Food and
Agriculture in Massachusetts was established in 1976, and many of the policy recommen-
dations have since been implemented. Today we have, among other things, one of the
most active agricultural preservation programs in the nation (which has just re-
ceived an additional $20 million to purchase development rights); Executive Order
#193, on the preservation of state-owned agricultural land; a September 6, 1982
Executive Order on State Purchases of Massachusetts Agricultural Products;- the 1982
Social Compact between Governor King and the agricultural community of Massachusetts,
a 1982 fisheries oolicv for the Commonwealth; strong community gardening and farmers
market programs, and EOTC support for rail improvements permitting unit grain train

shipments into Massachusetts.

The majority of comments received on this project express concern over the agri-
cultural impacts of development on this site. The ENF, in discussing confl icts or in-

consistencies with current plans or policies, neglected to address the state food and
agricultural policy or Executive Order #193.

The Site Capability Report must summarize the state policies of food and agri-
culture and specifically the state farm land policies and programs. The proposals
for the 105 acre site must be evaluated in light of those state policies. The various
parcels or portions thereof should be evaluated for their agricultural value. The
analysis should include soil type, limits due to slope, -ledge, water table, growing
season length (dependent on temperature and air drainage), and past agricultural
practices on the various parcels. Any contamination which could limit crop desirabilit)
such as high lead levels due to automobile traffic on adjacent roadways should be
determined

.
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Alternatives for treatment of the site in light of such policies should be re-

viewed. These include preservation of all of the site, preservation for agricultural
uses of portion(s) of the site especially suited therefor, and compensation for
agricultural land lost by dedication of the sale proceeds to other agricultural land
preservation. The discussion of alternatives should indicate whether other land in the
project area might be suited for project development (e.g., a biotech park), and whether
other land in Worcester might be put into agricultural uses.

A compilation of policies and actions under those policies will be available
to OCPO from EOEA for use in the above analysis.

II. Transportation

It appears that the 105-acre site could include 1 M sq. ft. of office space,
with 3000 parking spaces and generate 12,000 ADT. The traffic analysis should identify
for existing and proposed conditions the bottlenecks in the roadway network to and

including the following points.

a. Route 9 east to Maple Street in Shrewsbury.

b. Route 9 west to the new Lincoln Square intersections.

c. Plantation Street to Lincoln Street.

d. Shrewsbury Street to Washington Square.

e. Lake Avenue south to Sunderland Road.

f. Lincoln Street from Route 70 east as West Main Street and Main Street

through Shrewsbury.

After determining the level at which primary bottlenecks develop, the study

should identify the level at which secondary bottlenecks develop if the primary

problems are solved. Suggestions for eliminating bottlenecks may be included as

part of this report, whether they would be implemented by a proponent, the local com-

munity or the state.

The existing transit system serving the site should be described and the

experience of the Medical School as to its level of use incorporated into the report.

Suggestions to increase ridership may be included

so util ization
purposes

.

The parking evaluation should consider surface parking and al

of parking structures which could release lands for agricultural p

The Site Capability Report may evaluate several densities of development or may

identify thelevel ofdevelopment possible before certain mitigation efforts would

be required. The traffic study should consider the long range capital improvements

program for the medical center as outlined for the period 1984 to 1988.
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III. Air Quality

Only the existing air quality data available through DEQE is necessary to evalu-
ate the current site air quality status. Traffic air quality analysis needs will be
considered after a specific site development plan has been developed.

IV. Infrastructure

Capacity and demand for water, sanitary and surface sewerage should be evaluted
in the report. The discussion should include the presence and need for the dike at
the Lake Quinsigamond Bridge and the relationship between Coal Mine Brook and the
Aquifer of the Worcester Water Supply well on Lake Quinsigamond. The need for surface
water quality control onsite for runoff to Lake Quinsigamond should be discussed.

V. Historic/Archaeological Resources

The Site Capability Report should identify a developmental plan which allows for

maintaining character, setting and integrity of the Worcester Asylum. Siting, massing
and scale constraints should be identified.

The scope of the archaeological assessment will be determined by the Massachusetts
Historic Commission following a walkover of the area. The report should contain the MHl

decision to be issued following the walkover.

The protective restrictions to be attached as a condition of the sale or leases
being developed with MHC assistance should be included in the report.

VI. Trees/Vegetation

The report should identify significant vegetated areas and determine their
desirability as screening and/or site landscaping.

VII . Noise, Energy, Solid Waste and Hazardous Substances

Discussions of noise, energy, solid waste and hazardous substances can await
the selection of specific development proposals for the site.

The report should conform to MEPA regulation 10.05(?)(a) through (c), (g) and
(h) and shall include a copy of this decision. Copies of the report shall be provided
to those identified in the MEPA regulations, and the following:
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DEQE - 1 Winter Street
DEQE - Central Region
Massachusetts Historic Commission
Food & Agriculture - Land Use Division 3 copies
Worcester Conservation Commission
Worcester Planning Board
O.P.C.D.
City Manager
Worcester Traffic Engineer
Worcester DPW
Massachusetts DPW - Boston and Worcester
C. M. R. P.

Worcester State Hospital 2 copies
Medical Center 2 copies

Three (3) copies should be available through the Worcester Public Library with an
additional fifteen (15) copies available on request during the review period.

November 5, 1982

DATE JWN A. BEWICK, SECRETARY
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Appendix 4-Circulation List

The following list consists of individuals, agencies

and organizations to whom this Site Capabilities Report

will be sent. The list includes recipients identified

in the MEPA regulations; recipients identified in the

November 5, 1982 Certificate of the Secretary of

Environmental Affairs; attendees of the October 22,

1982 Scoping Session; and those who sent written
comments concerning this project to the Massachusetts

Department of Environmental Affairs. Written comments

will be presented during the EIR stage of this project.

o Secretary
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
Leverette Saltonstall Building - 20th Floor

100 Cambridge Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02202

o Massachusetts Department of Public Works

District 3

403 Belmont Street
Worcester, Massachusetts 01604

o Massachusetts Department of Public Works

Environmental Section
403 Belmont Street
Worcester, Massachusetts 02114

o Valerie Talmage, State Archaeologist
Massachusetts Historic Commission

2 94 Washington Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02108

o Massachusetts Offices of Communities and Development

100 Cambridge Street

Boston, Massachusetts 02202

o Massachusetts Department of Food and Agriculture

Division of Land Use

100 Cambridge Street

Boston, Massachusetts 02202

o Massachusetts Department of Environmental Quality

Central Regional Office

75 Grove Street
Worcester, Massachusetts 01605

o Massachusetts Department of Environmental Quality

One Winter Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02108
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P. Worth Landers, Commissioner
Worcester Department of Public Works
20 East Worcester Street
Worcester, Massachusets 01604

Robert Johnson
Worcester Traffic Engineer
Worcester Department of Public Works
20 East Worcester Street
Worcester, Massachusets 01604

Worcester Conservation Commission
Worcester City Hall
455 Main Street
Worcester, Massachusetts 01608

Worcester Department of Community Development
Worcester City Hall
455 Main Street
Worcester, Massachusetts 01608

Worcester City Manager
Worcester City Hall
455 Main Street
Worcester, Massachusetts 01608

William J. Mulford
City of Worcester
455 Main Street
Worcester, Massachusetts 01608

Raymond Quinlan
Director of Physical Plant
University of Massachusetts Medical Center
55 Lake Avenue North
Worcester, Massachusetts 01604

Paul P. Folan, Assistant Superintendent
Worcester State Hospital
305 Belmont Street
Worcester, Massachusetts 01604

Central Massachusetts Regional Planning Commission
71 Elm Street
Worcester, Massachusetts 01609
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Emily M. Bateson
Land Policy Project Director
Conservation Law Foundation
3 Joy Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02108

L. Freed, Chairman
Land Use Committee
Regional Environmental Council, Inc.

Box 255

Worcester, Massachusetts 01613

Nathaniel Winship, President

Massachusetts Food and Agriculture Coalition
P.O. Box 709

Astor Station
Boston, Massachusetts 02123

William J. Short
Worcester Chamber of Commerce
Mechanics Tower, Suite 350

100 Front Street
Worcester, Massachusetts 01608

John E. Fengold

Program Coordinator
Massachusetts Natural Heritage Program
Department of Environmental Management

100 Cambridge Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02202

Sister Margaret Middleton

Notre Dame Institute
555 Plantation Street
Worcester, Massachusetts 01604

Worcester Public Library

Salem Square
Worcester, Massachusetts 01608

Edgar Langevin
Framingham State College

Framingham, Massachusetts 01701

Mark Hurwitz

General Delivery
Charlton City, Massachusetts 01508
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Personal Communications:

George Berringer
Chief of Fire Prevention
Worcester Fire Department

Ann Marie Chickering
Division of Land Use
Massachusetts Department of Food and Agriculture

Rons tan tin Eliadi
Water Operations
Worcester Water Department

Arthur Korp
Director of Sewers
Worcester Sewer Department

Darel Nowers
Supervisor of Garage, Grounds and Security
Worcester State Hospital

Raymond L. Quinlan
Director of Physical Plant
University of Massachusetts Medical Center
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Louis Ruggles
Retail Poultry Specialist
Worcester County Extension Service

Jeremy W. Smith, PE

District Engineer
Distribution Engineering Department
Massachusetts Electric Company

Fran Zarette
Manager of Volume Sales

Commonwealth Gas Company
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